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1 - 5 GUN ANNUALS
Gun Digest 2007, Gun Collectors Digest 1974, Shooters Bible 1964, Black Powder Digest and Pistol Smithing. P-ExC

13

2 - 5 AMMUNITION ANNUALS
Lyman cast bullet handbook 3rd Edition. Cartridges of the
World 8th Edition. Handloaders Digest, 1964, 92 & 97. GC
3 - FOUR GUN ANNUALS
Gun Digest 1965 & 69. Shooters Bible 1955 & 1974. F-G

17 - LEE ENFIELD NO1 MKIII RIFLE
Indian Military Ishapore arsenal SMLE rifle. 25” 303 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The wrist marked
with Indian crest R.F.I 1952 and NO1 MK3. Metalwork with
most original blue finish. GC woodwork with handling dings
and complete with sling. GWO&C ALR
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18 - NO4 BAYONET
18cm spike blade with blued finish. Includes steel scabbard.
VGC

8

4 - FOUR GUN BOOKS
Hard cover ‘coffee table’ style large format books. The age
of Firearms by Held. Illustrated Encyclopedia of Firearms
and Infantry Weapons of WWII by Hogg, plus Pistols and
Revolvers by Myatt. F-G
5 - SEVEN HOLSTERS
Bag lot containing assorted holsters including two Military
Browning high power holsters, black leather 1911
and two pocket pistol, plus two pancake. FC

19 - LONG TOM MAGAZINE
Original 10 shot magazine for the Lee Enfield rifle. VGC
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21 - COLT BOOK
Colt An American Legend by RL Wilson. Hard cover, large
format, 390 pages, colour photos. Excellent reference book.
VGC
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6 - REPRO STICK GRENADE
Basic reproduction of German WWII grenade. Green top and
base that doesn’t come apart and without markings. GC

22 - BROWNING HIGH POWER BOOK
The Browning High Power Automatic Pistol by B Stevens.
Hard cover, large format, 270 pages, B&W photos. Excellent
reference book. VGC

7 - MILLS GRENADE
An inert NO 36 British Military grenade fitted with base
plate for SMLE discharger, has been chrome plated for presentation. GC NLR
8 - MILLS GRENADE
Inert British Military NO36 grenade, has been repainted
black. F-GC NLR
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9 - THREE BRASS CASES
Anti Aircraft or similar empty brass shells. One for the 40mm
bofors, another similar but larger & necked to 35mm, the
3rd 55mm diameter with broad arrow & 1968 date. FC NLR
10 - MG LINK
A large bag of 5.56mm disintergrating link, approx. 4kg. GC
11 - 12G BRASS CARTRIDGES
Fifty new unprimed CBC brand brass, 12g cartridges, new in
box. ExC
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13 - PATTERN 88 BAYONET
MKI with 30cm ordnance and sanderson marked blade with
1899 date. GC wooden grips with brass rivets with oil hole.
GC leather and steel scabbard. G-VG

24 - TOKAREV PISTOL
Soviet WWII period semi automatic pistol. 4¼” 7.62 cal
barrel. The slide marked with serial number and 1935 date
which are matching on the frame. The frame has ordnance
marks and post war cat. 2878 marking. Metalwork has dark
grey patina to the slide and areas of blue on the frame. VGC
original grips and magazine. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

26 - ENFIELD NO2 REVOLVER
British Military WWII double action only revolver. 5”
.38S&W cal barrel with British proofs. The frame marked
Enfield NO2 MKI* 1941. Metalwork with most overall arsenal black enamel finish. VGC original black plastic grips
missing the disc but has lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
27 - WEBLEY MARK IV REVOLVER
British double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel
marked WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD MARK IV .38. The
frame is marked War finish. Metalwork with thinning original finish. VGC original black logo grips with lanyard ring.
GWO&C B/CLR
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15 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 MK2 RIFLE
British Military SMLE rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with tangent rear
sight and marked NO4 MK2 (F) 6/53. Metalwork retains
near all original finish. Bolt and gun have matching serial
numbers. ExC original woodwork with brass butt plate and
complete with sling. ExWO&C ALR
16 - LONG TOM RIFLE
NZ Military Lee Enfield NO2 bolt action rifle. 30” 303 cal
barrel with bayonet lug and original sights. The chamber is
NZ marked and the wrist is marked Crown/VR BSA etc.
1895 II. Metalwork with thinning original blue, bolt and rifle
have matching numbers. VGC woodwork with NZ marked
brass butt plate and lobbing sight. Includes webbing sling
and original chained magazine. VGWO&C ALR

23 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
WWII Nazi German semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal
barrel which has been re numbered to the gun. The slide is
marked P38 byf 43 (Mauser 1943) as well as the serial number and Waffen-amt marks which are matching on the frame.
Metalwork has near all arsenal refinish. ExC brown Bakelite
grips and blued magazine without markings. ExWO&C B/
CLR

25 - CZ 70 PISTOL
Yugoslavian semi auto pistol. 3¼” .32 ACP cal barrel, slide
marked CRVENA ZASTAVA etc. Metalwork retains near all
original finish. ExC original black plastic grips. Includes its
original leather holster. In as new ExWO&C CLR

12 - PATTERN 07 BAYONET
NZ Military marked SMLE bayonet, 43cm. Ordnance
marked blade dated 11 17. The pommel marked N.Z.A 21.1.
GC wooden grips, no scabbard. VGC

14 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
NZ Military WWII period SMLE rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel
with bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver with tangent rear and marked NO4 MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942.
The wrist is NZ marked. Metalwork with most overall original finish. Magazine well with range type sling mount. GC
woodwork complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

20 - SAM BROWN BELT
British Military leather and brass Sam Brown belt with frog.
GC
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Photographs not necessarily to scale

28 - MKII STEN GUN
British Military WWII period S.M.G. 7½” 9mm cal barrel.
The magazine well is marked STEN MK II as well as J L &
Co LTD and broad arrow on the underside. Metalwork with
most overall black Military paint finish and skeleton butt
stock. Includes its 32R magazine. VGWO&C CLR
29 - MARK 5 STEN GUN
British WWII circa 1944 S.M.G. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
hooded foresight and bayonet lug. The magazine well is
marked STEN MKV broad arrow M/78 RTL (Theale factory logo). The receiver behind the trigger is dated 44 and
broad arrow marked. Metalwork with most overall Military
blued finish. VGC woodwork with brass butt plate and top
mounted swivel. One of the nicest examples we have recently encountered. ExWO&C CLR

2
30 - STERLING MK4 S.M.G
British Military Submachine gun. 9” 9mm cal barrel with
ventilated shroud bayonet lug and original sight. The magazine well is marked STERLING S.M.G MK4 (L2A3) and
painted rack number. Metalwork with most overall original
‘crackle’ finish, complete with underfolding stock and 34R
magazine. ExWO&C CLR
31 - MKII STEN BAYONET
Scarce British Military purpose built M/C MKI model spike
bayonet for the Sten S.M.G. 20½ cm blade. The grip marked
B&JS LTD with broad arrow. Thin to dark patina with steel
scabbard. VGC

43 - RUSSIAN AKM
Soviet Cold War era assault rifle. 15” 7x39 cal barrel with
original slant muzzle break, bayonet lug and sights. The
stamped receiver with three position selector and marked
with Soviet Star and 1970 date. Metalwork with most overall finish thinning on the edges. Faux wood original pistol
grip and laminated butt stock and forend with some chipping to the varnish. Includes its 30R magazine and cleaning
rod. VGWO&C CLR
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32 - STERLING BAYONET
Blade bayonet for the British S.M.G. 20cm polished blade
with Sterling logo. VGC wooden grips complete with steel
scabbard and frog. Also fits the jungle carbine. VGC
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45 - TAURUS SNUB NOSED REVOLVER
Good quality Brazilian DA revolver. 2” barrel with original sight and markings. Metalwork retains near all original
bright blue and case colours. ExC original rubber grips.
ExWO&C CLR

33 - NO9 BAYONET
British Military bayonet for the NO4 SMLE and also used
on the MK5 Sten gun. 19½ cm blade in the white with black
original paint finish on the base and scabbard. VGC
34 - NO4 SPIKE BAYONET
British WWII NO4 MKIII spike bayonet. 19½ cm blued
blade with round cast base/handle. Includes original plastic
sheath.

46 - S&W MODEL 15 REVOLVER
High quality US double action model 15-5 target revolver.
5¾” .38 special cal barrel with original adjustable sights
and Smith & Wesson markings. Metalwork retains near all
bright original blue finish with a small area turned grey at
the muzzle. The hammer and trigger are case colour hardened. VGC original wooden grips with a few chips at the
base. ExWO&C B/CLR
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35 - STERLING SLING
Original British Military marked and 1959 dated. Olive
webbing and brass sling. In as issued ExC.
36 - STERLING BARREL
Barrel for the 9mm British S.M.G. GC.

47 - S&W MODEL 15 REVOLVER
An ex Los Angeles Sheriffs department issue model 15-3
double action revolver. 4” .38 S&W cal barrel with original
adjustable rear sight and S&W markings. The frame marked
with rack number and L.A.S.D as well as logo and address. Metalwork has near all original blue with some slight
scratches and holster wear. ExC original issue Pachmayr
type grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

37 - STEN MAGAZINE POUCH
Good quality reproduction Kahki webbing 7 cell magazine
pouch for the Sten S.M.G. ExC
38 - STEN MAGAZINE
32R 9mm magazine for the S.M.G. Variant with counters
filled to stop sand egress in the desert. Most original blued
finish. ExC
39 - TWIN STERLING MAGAZINE
Scarce factory twin 15 shot magazine for the 9mm S.M.G.
As used in the MK7 pistol. In as issued ExC.
40 - MICRO GALIL
Isreali Military industries assault rifle. 9” .223 cal barrel including flash hider and bayonet lug. The receiver with integral forward scope rail and original sights. Ambidextrous 3
position selector. Metalwork retains near all original finish
and is marked IMI etc. ExC polymer furniture with folding
butt stock and original 30R magazine. ExWO&C CLR

48 - TAURUS MODEL 66 REVOLVER
Brazilian double action revolver. 6” .357 cal barrel with full
under lug and adjustable sights. Polished stainless steel metalwork without major scratches. ExC original rubber grips.
ExWO&C CLR
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49 - SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD BOOK
Soft cover, large format 10th Edition of this excellent reference book. F-GC
54
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41 - GALIL RIFLE
Isreali Military issue assault rifle. 18” .223 cal barrel with
original flash hider and original sight, the bayonet has been
removed. Receiver with three position ambidextrous selector and original sight is marked in Hebrew with Isreali
Crest. Metalwork has most original finish thinning on the
barrel and edges. Original wooden forend and synthetic
pistol grip with steel folding stock and 30R magazine.
VGWO&C CLR
42 - ROMANIAN AKMS
Cold War era assault rifle. 15” 7x39 cal barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. Stamped steel receiver with three
position selector. Metalwork retains most overall original
finish. VGC laminated pistol grip forend, faux wood pistol
grip and side folding wire stock. Includes its 30R magazine
and cleaning rod. ExWO&C CLR
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50 - HOLSTER & SHOULDER STOCK BOOK
Holsters and Shoulder Stocks of the World by Vanderlinden.
Hard cover, large format, B&W photos, 200 pages. Great
identification and reference book. ExC
51 - MAUSER PISTOL BOOK
System Mauser by Breathed and Schroeder. Hard cover,
medium format and B&W photos, 273 pages. First Edition
1967, considered a must have for the Mauser pistol collector. VGC
52 - MAXIM M.G BOOK
The Devils Paint Brush by Goldsmith. Hard cover, large
format, 365 pages with B&W photos. Indepth reference by
Collector Grade Publications. VGC
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53 - MACHINE GUNS BOOK
Machine Guns - A Pictorial Tactical and Practical History
by Thompson. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos, 237
pages. GC
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44 - S&W MODEL 10 REVOLVER
US snub nosed DA revolver. 2” .38 SPECIAL cal barrel
with original sight and marked SMITH & WESSON plus
cal and is German proved. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish to the steel frame and case coloured
small parts. ExC original wooden grips. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR

54 - SWISS MODEL 1889 RIFLE
Swiss Military Issue Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action rifle. 30” 7.5 Swiss cal barrel with original sights bayonet lug and stacking hook. Metalwork is ordnance marked
and has most original finish which is thinning on the edges.
VGC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

3
55 - SWISS G11 RIFLE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action rifle. 30” 7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights, bayonet and
stacking hook as well as Swiss ordnance marks. Metalwork
has near all original blue starting to thin in areas. ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
56 - SWISS K11 CARBINE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin Model 1911 straight pull bolt
action carbine. 23” 7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights,
bayonet lug and stacking hook. The chamber with ordnance
marks. Metalwork has most overall blue thinning to grey
on the receiver in areas. VGC original woodwork complete
with sling and muzzle guard. VGWO&C ALR

65 - 1928 A1 THOMPSON S.M.G
US WWII S.M.G. 12”.45 ACP cal fluted barrel with original Cutts compensator fitted. The receiver with Lyman battlesight and marked with the Thompson bullet logo. The
left hand side is marked US MODEL 1928A1 and auto ordnance serial number prefix, plus Thompson submachine gun
and the AUTO ordnance and patent markings on the right
hand side. Metalwork with most overall parkerised finish.
VGC woodwork with small crack in the forend. Complete
with swivels and 20 shot magazine.VGWO&C CLR
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57 - SCHMIDT RUBIN BAYONET
Swiss Model 1918 bayonet for the G11, k31 and other Swiss
rifles and S.M.G´ s. 30cm double edge blade in the white
as is the pommel. Wooden grips and blued steel scabbard.
ExWO&C ALR

66 - THOMPSON 20R MAGAZINES
US marked 5 cell webbing pouch containing 5x20R magazines. Near all original condition.
67 - THOMPSON ACCESSORIES
2x30R magazines steel and brass cleaning rod, oil bottle,
break brush and dismantling tool for the 1928A1. Same pitting to one of the magazines otherwise VGC
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68 - 30R THOMPSON MAG
Original Military 30R magazine in original cardboard and
paper packaging. VGC

58 - 7.5x55 SWISS DIES
Honady 2 die set of reloading dies. In unopened NEW condition.
59 - STGW 57 RIFLE
Swiss Military semi automatic rifle. 23” 7.5x55 cal barrel
with original muzzle break and foresight. The receiver with
original folding rear sight and marked with Swiss Crown
and P etc. The left hand side has the original 3 position selector but modified to semi automatic. Metalwork has most
overall original thinning blue finish turning grey on the
edges. VGC original synthetic furniture with steel forend.
Complete with original bipod, carry handle, sling and extra
magazine. VG-ExWO&C ELR

69 - THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN BOOK
The Thompson Submachine Gun by Roger Cox 1982. Hard
cover, large format. This very rare long out of print book is
very sought after by the Thompson collector. Includes original dust cover. ExC
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70 - THOMPSON AMERICAN LEGEND BOOK
By Tracy Hill. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos. Very
well known and accepted in depth reference by Collector
Grade Publications and signed by the author to our vendor
on the title page. ExC
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60 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military SLR. 25”.308 cal barrel including the original muzzle break, bayonet lug and foresight. The receiver
with original rear sight and marked RIFLE 762MM L1A1
& 1961 serial number prefix. Metalwork has most thinning
original parkerised finish. GC original woodwork complete
with sling swivels and original 20 shot magazine.
G-VGWO&C ELR
61- SAR 2000 RIFLE
A rare and unusual semi automatic rifle built on the G3
platform. 18”.308 cal barrel with original foresight. The
receiver with original diopter rear sight and marked SAR
2000 and caliber. Left hand side with two position selector.
Metalwork with near all original matte finish. ExC original
wooden furniture with thumb hole stock and 5 shot magazine. The SAR rifle was made for the Schwaben Arms Co. in
limited numbers to be used by the German Army reserves.
This model was made to comply with German civilian gun
laws at the time and is a stand alone rifle. ExWO&C ALR
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63 - PPSH 41 SUBMACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII S.M.G. 11” 7.62 Tokarev cal barrel with
ventilated heat guard with original sights. Metalwork with
1943 date and ordnance mark, has most overall finish. VGC
woodwork with matching serial number. Includes its 71R
drum magazine. VGWO&C CLR
64 - PPS 43 SUBMACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII S.M.G. 10” 7.62 Tokarev cal barrel with
ventilated shroud and original sights. The receiver is ordnance marked and 1945 dated. Metalwork with near all arsenal blue finish. VGC original black plastic grips and steel
top folding stock. Includes its 35R stick magazine. VGExWO&C CLR

72 - WWI MAUSER 98 CARBINE
Imperial German WWI period mode 98AZ carbine. 24½”
8mm cal barrel with original foresight and integral bayonet
lug/nose cone with stacking hook. Original rear sight graduated to 2000 yards. The chamber is marked ERFURT 1917
and with acceptance marks. The side rail is marked Kar 98.
The bolt is the correct turned down type. Metalwork retains
most overall original blue and is Imperial proofed in many
places as well as all visible numbers matching. ExC original
wooden stock with matching serial number and cartouche.
Hard to find a better example of this rare and desirable WWI
carbine. ExWO&C ALR
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62 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese semi automatic rifle. 16½” 7x39 cal barrel with
original sight. The bayonet and lug have been removed.
Metalwork has near all parkerised finish and reduced capacity magazine. ExC deluxe woodwork with lacquer finish and
rubber butt pad. ExWO&C ALR
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71 - GUN THAT MADE THE TWENTIES ROAR
By Helmer, hard cover, medium format book on the history
of the Thompson. First edition with dust cover. ExC
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73 - WWI MAUSER 98 RIFLE
Imperial German bolt action rifle. 30” 8mm cal barrel with
original foresight and bayonet lug. The original rear sight
is graduated to 2000 yards on the bed. The chamber ring is
marked with Military acceptance marks and WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N 1916. The rail is marked
Gew 98. Metalwork has most original blue to the barrel and
bolt while the action is in the white. The gun is Military
proved in many parts including the VGC original stock. A
nice example for the collector. ExWO&C ALR
74 - MAUSER 98 RIFLE
Mauser Gew 98 bolt action, modified to carbine/short rifle
length. 24½” 8mm cal barrel with foresight the rear sight
graduated to 2000 yards. The chamber is Mauser Obendorf
marked and 1917 dated as well as Imperial proofed. Metalwork with near all reblue and the bolt is finished in the
white. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
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75 - STEYR M95 CARBINE
WWI Austrian Military straight pull bolt action carbine.
20½” 8x56R cal barrel with original sights and bayonet
lug. Metalwork with most overall blue VGC woodwork
with Austrian Unit marked butt plate. Includes a magazine
charger. VGWO&C ALR
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76 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER
Nazi German second model naval dagger. 25cm blade with
WKC Knights head logo and felt buffer. The blade is without the anchor and leaf etching design. Brass pommel with
eagle and Swastika motif. Ivory coloured celluloid handle
with twisted wire. Brass cross guard with anchor design retains some of the guilt finish to the top and bottom surfaces.
ExC hammer finished scabbard without dents. ExC
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77 - LUFTWAFFE DAGGER
Nazi German second model Airforce dagger. 25½ cm blade
marked WKC SOLINGEN and with Knights head logo, the
blade is in ExC with only a couple of very minor speckle
stains. ExC alloy pommel with Swastika. Burnt orange celluloid handle with springy wire wrap. Laffwaffe eagle crossguard with pebble grain back has nice detail. VGC blackened steel scabbard with pebble grain finish. ExC
78 - GERMAN DEMAG DAGGER
Deutsche Maschinefabrik combination bayonet and dagger.
15cm blade marked with DEMAG DUISBURG logo and
GESETZLICH GESCHUTZ on the reverse. Pressed steel
contoured grip to allow it to fit on the bayonet lug. Metalwork has speckeled patina. ExC blued scabbard with leather
frog. VGC
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89 - PM63 MACHINE PISTOL
Polish automatic pistol. 6” 9mm Makarov cal barrel with
muzzle hand guard. Slide with original sights and marked
with 1974 date and Radom 11 arsenal mark. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC synthetic pistol grips and
folding forend. Steel sliding butt stock and also includes its
original webbing holster, sling and mag pouch containing
3x25 magazines. In as issued ExWO&C CLR
90 - 32R UZI MAGAZINE
9mm S.M.G magazine. Black parkerised finish in as issued
ExC
91 - 25R UZI MAGAZINE
9mm S.M.G magazine. Grey parkerised finish in as new
ExC
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80 - FS SPIKE DAGGER
An unusual possible ´theater made´ dagger. The blade is a
No4 spike type 20 cm long with traces of blue, the handle is
as Sykes cast 3rd pattern type with ring grip and most black
finish. Steel MKII scabbard and grip. VGC

92 - UZI MAG POUCH
Isreali webbing 4 cell pouch for 32R UZI mags. Olive colour with webbing and leather shoulder strap. Fabrick has oil
marks otherwise G.C
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81 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
Post war German semi auto pistol. 3¾” .380 ACP cal barrel.
The slide with original sights, banner logo and Ulm address
etc. Metalwork retains most overall blue thinning, on the
grip straps, to white and holster wear on the leading edges
and slide. VGC original black plastic grips. Includes its
original box and extra magazine. GWO&C CLR

93 - EN BLOCKS
Six loading clips for the 30.06 M1 Garand. GC
94 - GARAND BAYONET
Bayonet for the US Military M1 Garand rifle. 24½” cm
blade marked UFH and US flaming bomb. Retains near all
blue finish. Grooved Bakelite grips and includes green fiber
glass sheath. ExC
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95 - 07 SLING
US brown leather and brass sling for the Springfield rifle
M1 Garand and trench gun. Some cracking to the leather
otherwise GC
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96 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
15 shot magazine in original unopened brown grease paper.
ExC
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83 - COLT M1903 HAMMERLESS PISTOL
Circa 1920, semi auto pistol. 3¾” .32 ACP cal barrel, the
slide with Colt address and patent info etc. Metalwork with
most blue thinning at the muzzle and with minor all over
scratching. Fitted with unusual COLT alloy grips and includes original magazine. G-VGWO&C CLR

97 - M1 CARBINE BAYONET
US M4 bayonet. 16cm blued blade and guard which is
marked USM4 CAMILLUS. GC stacked leather handle.
Complete with M8 fibreglass sheath with canvas frog. VGC

84 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Belgian semi automatic pistol. 3½” .32 acp cal barrel, the
slide with integral sights and FN Herstal address. Metalwork has mostly dulling blue with overall handling scratches. The original hard rubber grips with chips to the high
points. GWO&C CLR

98 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
British Military WWII period SMLE bolt action rifle.
25”.303 cal barrel with battle sight at the rear. Marked S
No4 MKI* US PROPERTY (Savage made lend lease). Metalwork with most overall original finish. ExC woodwork
with a few dings and with alloy butt plate and webbing
sling.VGWO&C ALR
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85 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL
German pre war or commercial war time semi automatic
pistol. 3¼” .32 ACP cal barrel slide with Zella Mehlis address. Metalwork is heavily pitted over most of the slide and
trigger guard. GC original grips and magazine. FWO&C
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

87 - MINI UZI S.M.G
7½” 9mm cal barrel with correct compensator cuts. Receiver with original sights. Marked MINI UZI 9MM IMI & ARS
on the selector. Metalwork has most overall original finish.
VGC plastic grip and forend. Fitted with side folding steel
wire stock and 32R magazine. VGWO&C CLR
88 - UZI BARREL
10” Long 9mm cal replacement barrel for the UZI SMG. All
parkerised finish. In as new ExC

79 - GERMAN TRENCH DAGGER
14½ cm blade marked ERN WALD RHEINL RASIERMESSER FABRIK and with only minor staining.
Cross guard retains most original black finish ExC original
grooved wooden grips with 3 rivets. Traces of enamel finish
to the steel scabbard with leather frog. VGC

82 - SAVAGE MODEL 1915 PISTOL
US antique, circa 1915, hammerless semi automatic pistol.
2¾” .32 ACP cal barrel with original sights. The slide is
marked SAVAGE ARMS CO UTICA NY USA CAL 32
PATENTED NOVEMBER 21 1905-7.65MM. The frame
with Savage logo, plus frame and grip safeties. Metalwork
has most overall original blue which is bright in recessed areas. Some speckling and holster wear. VGC original Indian
head logo grips. VGWO&C CLR

86 - UZI SUBMACHINE GUN
Isreali Military issue S.M.G. 10” 9mm cal barrel. The receiver with original sights and marked in Hebrew with Isreali Crest. Metalwork has most overall arsenal parkerised
finish. GC original black plastic grip and forend. Fitted with
steel folding stock and 32R magazine. VGWO&C CLR
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99 - LEE ENFIELD NO3 RIFLE
Australian Military WWII period SMLE bolt action rifle.
25”.303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The
wrist marked MA LITHGOW SMLEIII* 1943. Metalwork
with near all parkerised finish. VG-ExC 1943 dated woodwork complete with brass butt plate and original webbing
sling. VGWO&C ALR

5
100 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military No5 Lee Enfield carbine. 21”.303 cal barrel with flash hider and original sight (bayonet lug has been
ground). The receiver with original tangent rear sight and
marked No5 MKI ROF (F) 4/46. Metalwork with most
overall arsenal black finish. VGC woodwork. GWO&C
ALR
101 - LEE ENFIELD 22 TRAINING RIFLE
Scarce and very collectable NZ Military SMLE .22 short
rifle NoIV*. 25”.22RF cal barrel with original sights. The
wrist is marked with the crown and BSA logo and original
WWI pre conversion 1916 date plus SHT .22 IV*. Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC woodwork with NZ
brass disc. Complete with sling and magazine, correctly
without follower. VG-ExWO&C ALR

110 - REMINGTON BOOK
Remington Firearms Golden Age of Collecting by Bull.
Hard cover, large format, 195 pages, B&W and colour photos. Some fading to the spine of the dust jacket otherwise
VGC
111 - SHARPS BOOK
Sharps Firearms by Sellers. Hard cover, large format, B&W
photos and 350 pages. Dust jacket is a bit tatty otherwise GC

102
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112 - WEBLEY PISTOL BOOK
The Webley Story by Dowell. Hard cover, large format,
B&W photos and 326 pages. A must have reference book.
GC

102 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI Enfield bolt action rifle. 27”.303 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber
marked ERA (Eddystone Remington Arms) and broad arrow etc on the side of the receiver. Metalwork has most
overall blue with some staining. VGC woodwork complete
with lobbing sight, sling and brass disc. GWO&C ALR

113
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114 - RUGER MINI 14 RIFLE
Late model US Ruger Ranch rifle model. 16” .223 cal barrel with original sights. Stainless steel metalwork without
scratches. ExC synthetic stock. In as new ExWO&C ALR
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103 - PATTERN 07 BAYONET
WWI SMLE bayonet. 43 cm blade marked Crown/G.R.I
1907 11 16 R.F.I and ordnance marks. The pommel marked
S.M.G 40. Some chipping and wear to the grips and speckling to the blade. No scabbard. GC

108

115 - ACCELERATOR RIFLE
US Excel Arms semi automatic Accelerator model rifle. 18”
17 HMR fluted barrel with ¾ length silver alloy shroud and
scope rail with Leepers red dot sight (couldn’t test sight as
its without batttery). Metalwork without scratches. ExC
original synthetic thumbhole stock and includes its 10 shot
magazine. ExWO&C ALR

104 - K98 BAYONET
25cm blade with traces of blue. GC wooden grips with some
chipping around the screws. Includes steel scabbard. GC
105 - ROSS RIFLE BAYONET
M1910 for the Canadian Military Ross rifle. 25cm blade
with flat profile. VGC wooden grips. No scabbard. VGC
106 - ANNIE OAKLEY RIFLE
US Winchester model 94 22 Annie Oakley commemorative lever action rifle. 20” round barrel with original sights,
Winchester markings and full length magazine and retains
all original blue. Brass action lever and barrel bands retain
all finish and is engraved with Annie Oakley scenes and foliate designs. ExC deluxe American Walnut stock without
dings or scratches. Only 6000 of this model were produced
in 1983. Includes original box and paperwork. In as issued
ExWO&C ALR
107 - WINCHESTER 66 COMMEMORATIVE
US Model 94 lever action rifle, circa 1966, marking the
centenial of the ‘66 rifle. 26” 30.30 octagonal barrel with
full length magazine and original sights and Winchester
markings and retains near all original blue. Frame retains
nearly all of the brass plating just slightly wearing on the
edges. VGC woodwork with some minor handling marks.
VGWO&C ALR
108 - WINCHESTER LONE STAR RIFLE
US Commemorative lever action model 94 rifle, circa
1970. 20” Octagonal to round 30.30 cal barrel with original
sights, markings and full length magazine. The frame with
star motif. Metalwork retains most overall blue finish. The
brass plating on the frame and lever is worn on the edges.
GC original woodwork with handling dings and scratches.
GWO&C ALR
109 - MARLIN M39 RIFLE
Nice quality US Marlin model original Golden 39AS lever
action take down rifle, circa 1989. 24” .22lr round barrel
threaded for a silencer and with original sights (missing
the hood) and full length magazine. Marked with New Haven address etc. Metalwork retains near all original bright
blue finish. ExC original walnut stock. Hard to find better.
ExWO&C ALR
109

113 - RUGER 77/22 RIFLE
Good quality US bolt action rifle. 20”.22 mag cal blued barrel and action with original sights and Ruger scope rings
with sportview 3-9 scope fitted. Metalwork retains near all
original blue. Ex-VGC original chequered woodwork with
a few handling marks. Includes its 10 shot rotary magazine.
ExWO&C ALR

115

107

116 - MG42 MACHINE GUN & MOUNT
WWII German machine gun. 21” 8mm cal barrel with iron
sights. The feed cover is marked with twin Waffen amts
WaA518 and Cof subcontractors code as well as the serial
number which is matching on the receiver, butt stock and
bolt, the triggerguard is also Waffen amt marked. Metalwork
with most typical post war refinish, black painted stock and
brown Bakelite grips and complete with bipod. Included is
a WWII 1940 dated and Waffen amt marked lafette mount
with post war calibration tag plus 2 drum magazines, three
50R Nazi marked links and post war loading machine.
ExWO&C CLR EST $6500 - $10000
117 - RUSSIAN DP MACHINEGUN
WWII Soviet light machine gun. 23¾” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with original flash hider and sights. The receiver is dated
1944 and has original pan magazine. Metalwork with near
all arsenal blue finish. VGC woodwork. Missing the bipod.
ExWO&C CLR

114

118

117

105

119

118 - DT 28 MACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII tank version of the DP L.M.G. 24” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with field use bipod attached with foresight. The
receiver with hooded rear sight and 60R drum magazine
fitted. Marked with 1944 date and ZTD tgf and has telescopic butt stock with fabric pad. Metalwork has near all
blue but thinning on the bipod. VGC original wooden grip.
This variant was easily transfered from vehicle to field use.
ExWO&C CLR
119 - MP 38 SUBMACHINE GUN
Rare and desirable WWII German S.M.G 9.9” 9mm cal barrel with original sights, alloy strengthening rib and marked
with serial number, army acceptace mark and Waffen amt
280 for Erma. The ribbed receiver with one piece cocking handle and original sight. The rear is marked MP38 28
(Erma) and 1938 date. VGC Bakelite one piece stock with
cast alluminium frame. Metalwork has dark grey overall
patina with traces of blue. The serial numbers on the front
section are matching ie: the sight, barrel and magazine well
etc. The serial number on the rear of the receiver, triggerguard and stock are different but are matching. The bolt and
recoil tube are mismatched. VGWO&C CLR EST $11000$14000

6
120 - MP40 SUBMACHINE GUN
WWII Nazi German S.M.G. 9.9” 9mm cal barrel with foresight, strengthening bar and fully knurled barrel nut. The
underside of the gun in front of the flat profile type magazine well is marked with COS works mark and Waffen-amt
plus 41 date. Fitted with original two postition rear sight
and the rear of the gun is marked MP40 bnz 41 (styer) and
Waffen amt marks and serial numbers but the barrel and
bolt are mismatched. Metalwork has near all overall blue
finish. VGC brown Bakelite stock and grips with steel folding stock. Includes its original 41 dated and Nazi marked
magazine. VGWO&C CLR EST $6500 -$8000

132 - BRNO C7KK801 RIFLE
Czech, circa 1972, sporting bolt action rifle. 24” .308 cal
barrel with iron sights. Receiver fitted with Fontaine 3-9
scope. Metalwork has thinning original blue turning grey on
the action and one side of the barrel. VGC original woodwork with some handling marks around the middle of the
gun. GWO&C ALR

120

133 - CZ 601 RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle. 24” .243 cal barrel with iron
sights. The receiver marked CZ601 ZKK and fitted with
BSA Big Cat 3-9 scope. Metalwork has near all original
blue. ExC chequered walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR

125

121 - MP41 MAGAZINE
WWII Nazi German marked magazine for the MP30/40/41.
Marked MP41 with near all original blue with some speckle
staining. VGC
122 - MP40 MAGAZINE LOADER
9mm magazine loader for the MP38/40/41 S.M.G. Near all
blue finish without makers marks. VGC

134 - M17 SPORTER RIFLE
Sporting bolt action rifle built on an Enfeild M17 action. 25”
.270 cal Sako barrel without sights receiver is tapped and
fitted with Weaver bases. Metalwork retains near all original
blue thinning around the chamber. ExC custom deluxe chequered walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR

126

135 - CZ SCORPION EVO 3 3MG
Czech latest model submachine gun. 8¼” 9mm cal barrel
including original flash hider. Polymer receiver with full
length Picatiney rail with original adjustable sights. The
receiver has ambidextrous 4 position selector - safe, semi,
3 shot and full auto. Marked CZ SCORPION EVO 3 A1.
Original side folding adjustable stock. Includes its original
magazine and box. In unused as new ExWO&C CLR
EST $7000-$8000

123 - MG42 CASE CATCHER
Spent case catcher from the German MG. Leather reinforced webbing bag. VGC
124 - BROWNING MG BOOK
The Browning Machine Gun-Volume V Dolf’s Notebook by
D Goldsmith. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos and
306 pages. A must have technical manual for the advanced
collector. Signed to our vendor by the Author on the inside.
ExC
125 - AMT GOVERNMENT PISTOL
US Semi automatic M1911 Pistol, circa 1990’s. 5” .45 acp
cal barrel, slide with original fixed sights and marked GOVERNMENT MODEL AMT etc. Matte finished stainless
steel. Metalwork with some slight handling marks. Frame
with factory adjustable trigger and extended slide release
and safety. Fitted with Pachmayr grips. A no longer produced collectable 1911. ExWO&C B/CLR

127

128

135

127 - NORINCO 1911 PISTOL
Chinese M1911 P10 semi automatic pistol. 5” .45 acp cal
barrel. The slide with adjustable rear sight but the foresight
is removed. Marked with NORINCO logo etc. Metalwork
has most overall blue but missing around the foresight. GC
rubber grips. Contained in its custom first aid kit box with
extra magazine brush and foresight. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

129 - RUGER BEARCAT REVOLVER
US single action revolver. 4” .22lr cal barrel. Metalwork retains near all original blue and cylinder scene. ExC original
walnut grips and includes box. ExWO&C B/CLR

138 - ZB26 MACHINE GUN
Czech light machine gun. 26” 8mm cal fluted barrel with
original muzzle break, sights and carry sight. The receiver
with side dial sight and is marked CESKOSLOVENSKA
ABROJOVKA BRNO KULOMET VZ 26 and the Czech
crest. Metalwork retains near all blue. ExC, matching number, woodwork and original bipod. ExWO&C CLR

136

137

138

142

139 - V258 RIFLE
Czech Cold War period assault rifle. 16” 7.62x39 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is arsenal
marked she and 1961 dated. Right hand side with 3 position
selector. Metalwork retains near all arsenal enamel grey finish. ExC resin wood furniture and steel side folding stock.
Includes its 30R magazine plus two extra. ExWO&C CLR
140 - JANES WEAPONS BOOK
Jane’s Infantry Weapons 1975. Hard cover, large format,
B&W photos and 835 pages. Great reference book. VGC
141 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Hard cover, medium and large format. Pistol book by J Walter and Illustrated Encyclopedia of Ammunition by Hogg.

130 - 1911A1 CONVERSION KIT
US Ceiner Arms conversion kit for the .45 acp pistol to
.22lr. Includes slide barrel and 4 magazines and original
box. ExWO&C B/CLR
131 - RUGER 77/44 CARBINE
US bolt action carbine. 18”.44 magnum cal stainless
steel barrel and action without significant scratches or
marks. ExC synthetic stock and includes its original rings.
ExWO&C ALR

137 - CZ 26 S.M.G
Czech submachine gun. 11” 7.62 TOK cal barrel. The tubular receiver with original sights and marked with she arsenal
mark and serial numbers. VGC original brown synthetic one
piece stock and grip. Metalwork has near all original grey
finish (different to the usual arsenal refinish type usually encountered). Steel side folding stock. ExC CLR

129

126 - AMT ON DUTY PISTOL
US semi automatic pistol, circa early 1990’s. 4¾” 9mm
cal barrel, the slide with fixed sights and marked AMT ON
DUTY. The frame with decocker and semi bobbed hammer.
Metalwork retains near all original matte finish. ExC original plastic grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

128 - TAURUS 22 REVOLVER
Brazilian model 94 double action revolver. 5” .22lr cal
stainless steel barrel and action with adjustable sights. Metalwork with a few speckle marks on the barrel. ExC original
rubber grips and includes box. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

136 - CZECH SCORPION M61 S.M.G
Czech Cold War period machine pistol. 4½” .32 acp cal barrel. The receiver with original adjustable sights. The receiver with 3 position selector and marked on the underside with
1986 date. All visible numbers are matching. Steel folding
wire stock and synthetic black pistol grip. Metalwork retains
all original deep black blued finish. In as issued ExWO&C
CLR

131

142 - BRITISH BALL GRENADE
Early WWI period inert No15 ball grenade. Missing the fuse
and some rust staining. FC NLR
143 - STICK GRENADE
Most likely good quality reproduction of a German WWII
Stick Grenade. Most thinning green paint finish with Waffen
amt and German markings. VGC

7
144 - M16 GRENADE
Inert US M61 model fragmentation grenade. The grenade
has been cut away to show the inside and fuse in a spring
style. All complete with pin and handle but missing the additional jungle clip. VGC NLR

144

145 - M67 GRENADE
Inert US ball shaped hand grenade. Green body with blue
and red lever with pin and safety clip marked on top FUZE
M228 MEI 2:9 174. Some rust staining. GC NLR

146

146 - NO5 MILLS GRENADE
Inert British WWI No5 MK1 hand grenade. The base in
brass with ordnance and manufacture marks and 11/15 date.
The body without plug and handle. GC NLR

147

154 - MARLIN 1889 RIFLE
Antique, circa mid 1890, US lever action rifle. 24” 38-40 cal
round barrel with full length magazine and original sights.
Marked with Marlin New Haven address and patent dates
to 1889 as well as caliber and English proof marks. The top
of the receiver is marked MARLIN SAFETY. The underside with serial number in 30000 range. Metalwork retains
bright blue to the receiver thinning on the edge. While the
barrel and tube retain near all blue that has turned dark. The
lever and hammer have traces of case colours. VGC original woodwork. A top example for the discerning collector.
ExWO&C ALR

147 - MILITARY BUGLE
WWI English Bugle brass and copper construction marked
CLASS A HAWKES & SON Denman Street Picadily Circus LONDON. Some denting to the tube otherwise VGC
148 - REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE
Antique US single shot sporting No5 rifle. 28” round barrel
in .303 cal with original blade front and adjustable rear. The
barrel is marked REMINGTON ARMS CO.I LION. N.Y.
U.S.A which is also on the left hand side of the frame, the
right hand side has a ´rack´ type marking H? over 6 and 922.
The top tang has patent dates ending in 1874. Metalwork
has thinning blue to the barrel, the underside is marked 5-95.
VGC original woodwork with steel butt plate. VGWO&C
ALR

148

149
157

149 - MARLIN BALLARD RIFLE
Antique, circa 1876-1880, US single shot hunting rifle. 24”
.32rf cal octagonal to round barrel with original dovetail
foresight and elevated rear. The left hand side of the action
is marked with early J.M Marlin address and patent info.
The top tang has had at some time a period peep sight fitted. Metalwork has dull blue turning to grey patina on the
barrel and the case coloured frame with grey to dark patina.
VGC original woodwork and original steel butt plate. GVGWO&C ALR

150

152 - MAYNARD 1882 CARBINE
Antique US single shot carbine. 20” Octagonal to round barrel with two position rear sight in most likely 45-40 or 40-40
cal. The frame is marked Edward Maynard Patent etc and
1873 the otherside with Chicopee Falls address and 1882
model. Metalwork has most blue to the barrel and traces of
case colours to the action. The tang is fitted with original
ladder sight. VGC original woodwork. VG-ExWO&C ALR

156 - 73’ RIFLE ROD
Similar to the previous lot but the 4 piece type for the rifle.
VGC

158- IDEAL RELOADING TOOL
Antique US 32-40 cal reloading tool marked IDEAL MF
CO. NEW HAVEN etc 32-40M. GC
159 - .577 BULLET MOULD
Antique single cavity bronze bullet mould for casting .377
Snider, marked No5’77. VGC
153

151

154

160

152

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

155 - 73’ CARBINE ROD
Original three piece cleaning rod for the Winchester 1873
carbine. VGC

157 - WINCHESTER .32 RELOADING TOOL
Model 1882 hand loading tool for Winchester rifles. Marked
with Winchester address 32 WCF and 1882 patent date.
Dark overall patina. GC

150 - STEVENS NO5 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1870/80, US single shot tip-up action sporting rifle. 27½” octagonal to round barrel with fixed sight and
marked J STEVENS & CO. CHICOPEE FALLS etc. The
frame with tang sight. Metalwork with most overall blue
to the barrel and nickel finish to the frame and trigger. GC
wooden stock with nickel butt plate. VG-ExWO&C ALR
151 - WINCHESTER LOW WALL RIFLE
Antique US model 1885 falling block rifle, circa 1898. 27”
.25-20cal heavy octagonal barrel with dovetailed foresight.
The barrel has been shortened approx. an inch to just infront
of the foresight. The rear has been reshaped. Marked with
New Haven address and caliber. Thick side receiver with
plain upper tang and the lower marked with patent and serial number. Metalwork has dulling blue to the barrel with
several dings near the middle. GC woodwork missing but
plate. FWO&C ALR

153 - WINCHSTER 73’ CARBINE
Antique early first model 1873 saddle ring carbine, circa
1878. 18” 44-40 cal barrel with full length magazine and
correct early carbine sight and marked WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS. NEW HAVEN CT - KINGS - IMPROVEMENT - PATENTED - MARCH 29. 1865. OCTOBER 16. 1860 in the early style. The receiver with mortise
dust cover with thumb print, correct early lever and saddle
ring on the left hand side. The upper tang is marked MODEL 1873 and in the early style as is the lower with the serial number in the 24000 range. Metalwork has dark patina
turning grey to the edges as well as areas of dulling blue in
concealed areas. VGC original woodwork with carbine butt.
Early 73’s are seldom seen in NZ and a nice opputunity for
the Winchester collector. VGWO&C ALR

161

160 - ‘RED NINE’ MAUSER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German Military contract semi automatic
C96 pistol. 5½” 9mm cal barrel marked WAFFENFABRIK
MAUSER OBENDORF A/N serial number and proof mark.
The receiver with correct 50-500 meter tangent sight and
new type safety. Right hand side is also marked with Mauser
address. Metalwork retains near all original wartime finish
which is noteably thinner than the commercial finish. VGC
original 24 groove walnut grips with Red 9 logo and lanyard ring. All visible serial numbers are matching except
the wooden shoulder stock which is the correct type for the
Red 9/Prussian contract without the metal loop and has been
lightly refinished. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
161 - MAUSER C96 PISTOL
WWI Imperial German Wartime commercial model Broom
handle Mauser pistol. 5½” 7.63mm cal barrel marked
WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N, serial
number, proof and Military acceptance marks. The receiver
with correct 50-1000 yard tangent sight and new type safety. Right hand side is also marked with Obendorf address.
Metalwork retains most overall original blue finish thinning
on the leading edges to a grey metal. VGC original walnut
grooved grips with solid type ring (possible field replacement). All visible serial numbers except the shoulder stock
are matching which is correct original with an aged crack to
the top. VGWO&C CLR

8
162 - FINISH HIGH POWER PISTOL
A very rare WWII Finish Military contract model L35 pistol.
4¾” 9mm cal barrel with original dovetail foresight and 500
meter tangent rear sight. The left hand side is marked FABRIQUE NATIONALE DARMES DE GUERRE HERSTAL
BELGIQUE BROWNINGS PATENT DEPOSE as well as
Belgian proofs also on the frame and barrel. The frame is
marked with the Finish Military SA above the trigger (part
of a 1500 pistol contract in 1940). Metalwork retains near
all original dark blue finish with slight hoster speckling
towards the muzzle. ExC original chequered walnut grips
complete with its original SA marked magazine and original
wooden shoulder stock with black leather holster. A very
rare variant for the Finish or FN collector. Seldom seen for
sale. ExWO&C B/CLR
163 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
Nazi German P08. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original foresight. The chamber is dated 1939 and Nazi proofed on the
side the toggle is marked S/42 (Mauser). Metalwork retains
near all its original dark blue. All external serial numbers
are matching. ExC original wooden grips and correct unnumbered alloy base plate magazine. WWII Lugers in this
condition are very hard to find. ExWO&C CLR
164 - WWI LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German P08. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original
foresight, the chamber dated 1916, and German Army
proofed on the side which is also on the barrel. The toggle
with DWM logo. Metalwork retains near all original blue
and straw colours with holster wear to the side plate and
muzzle. The trigger guard is unit marked: LJRKW. II . N.Z
IMGK.N.45. ExC original grips. All visible serial numbers
are matching except the magazine which is unnumbered and
with correct wooden base. Also has its original fitted lanyard
which are seldom seen. ExWO&C B/CLR
165 - AKSU74 RIFLE
Soviet ‘Krinkov’ compact version of the AK74 assault rifle.
15” 7x39 cal barrel with muzzle break and original sights.
Folded steel receiver with 3 position selector and marked
with Soviet Star and 1990 date. Metalwork has near all
original finish. ExC original laminated forend and synthetic
pistol grip. Steel side folding stock and plastic 30 shot magazine. In as issued ExWO&C CLR

172 - SIG P226 PISTOL
German made semi auto Pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel. The
slide with original sights and marked SIG SAUER P226
Made in Germany. Frame with tactical raid and metalwork
retains near all original matte finish. ExC original grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR

164

165

174 - SIG MOSQUITO PISTOL
German made semi auto pistol. 4” .22lr cal barrel. The slide
with original sights and SIG SAUER Germany markings.
Frame with tactical rail and metalwork with near all matte
finish. ExC original plastic grips. ExWO&C
171

175 - S&W 422 PISTOL
US semi auto target pistol. 6”.22lr cal slab sided barrel, slide
with fixed sights and frame with Smith & Wesson markings.
Metalwork has near all matte finish. ExC original grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
176 - SS RING & CAP SKULL
Small ring with SS deaths head. Some oxidation to the ring
otherwise GC.

172

177 - GENERAL ASSAULT BADGE
Field modified Nazi German assault badge. Most gilt finish
measures 50x40mm. GC
178 - LUFTWAFFE PARATROOPER AWARD
Nazi German Airforce Paratrooper badge. Tombak eagle
with bronze rivets retains near all gilding. Nickel wreath,
measures 55x44 ExC

173

179 - GROUND ASSAULT AWARD
German Luftwaffe ground assault badge. R.K marked.
Crimped hinge, hook and three rivets to the back of the eagle. Premier maker for this award. 56x44, some blackening
of the high points of the eagle. VGC

166 - ZASTAVA M72 L.M.G
Yugoslavian version of the Soviet RPK light machine gun.
20” heavy 7x39 cal barrel with original sights and bipod.
The milled receiver with Zastava markings and 3 postition
selector. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC
original woodwork with synthetic pistol grip and 30R magazine. In as issued ExWO&C CLR

180 - LUFTWAFF FLAK BADGE
Late WWII Zinc construction. Unmarked back with round
pin and slightly curved. ExC

174
166

181 - FIGHT PILOT CLASP
German bronze Luftwaffe clasp. Single hollow revet. Maker
marked but hard to make out due to ?REISAN?. GC

167 - R.P.D LIGHT MACHINE GUN
Cold War era Polish L.M.G. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with
original sights and bipod. The receiver with type 2 folding cocking handle, 1960 date and Radom 11 arsenal mark.
Metalwork retains all orignal blue. ExC woodwork and includes its 100R belt drum. In unissued ExWO&C CLR

167

168 - WWI LUGER HOLSTER
Imperial German Army brown leather holster for the 4”
PO8. Makers marked and 1916 date. Complete with stripping tool. ExC
169 - WWI LUGER MAGAZINES
Two WWI type PO8 magazines. Nickel bodies with wooden
base plates. VGC

182 - M16 RIFLE
US Colt M16A1 rifle, circa late 1970 early 1980’s. 20” .223
cal barrel with original flash hider, bayonet lug and foresight. The receiver with forward assist and integral carry
handle, has 3 position selector and is marked with Colt logo
and address as well as M16A1. Metalwork retains nearly all
original parkerised finish. ExC original synthetic furniture
with triangular forend and 30R magazine. Complete with
original stores tag in as issued ExWO&C CLR
183 - MP5 SUBMACHINE GUN
Clone of the H&K MP5A3 S.M.G. 9½” 9mm cal barrel the
receiver with diopter rear and hooded foresight and marked
on top CN C5/L53. The trigger group is polymer type with
ambidextrous selector with 4 position: safe, semi, 3 shot and
full auto. Metalwork retains near all original finish. The butt
stock is a retractable type and the handguard is a UTG multi
rail system complete with covers. Includes its 30R magazine, sling and plastic carry case. In as new ExWO&C CLR

182

170 - WWII LUGER MAGAZINE
Blued body with thinning finish and alloy base plate. VGC
171 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
Belgian semi automatic pistol, circa early 1970. 4¾” 9mm
cal barrel, the slide with original fixed sights and marked
with FN Herstal address. Metalwork is in ExC retaining
near all original bright frame. Variant with spur hammer and
external extractor. ExC original wooden grips. ExWO&C
ALR

173 - S&W MODEL 10 REVOLVER
US model 10-8 double action revolver. 4” .38 special cal
barrel with S&W markings and sight. The frame with
logo and address. Metalwork has most original blue finish
with some loss to the edges and a few scratches. Case coloured hammer and trigger. Fitted with Hogue rubber grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

177

183

9
184 - X15 RIFLE
US Aero Prescision ´AR15´ semi auto rifle. 16”.223/.556
cal barrel with gas block foresight. The receiver with integral carry handle with rear sight and marked with makers name etc. Metalwork has near all original finish. ExC
thumbhole stock and synthetic forend and includes its 5 shot
magazine. In as new ExWO&C ALR

original grips. All serial numbers except the magazine are
matching. This is a very rare Mauser banner Luger and very
few survived WWII. This was purportedly taken from a
Japanese guard during the war. ExWO&C B/CLR
185

195 - WWI OBSERVORS BADGE
Imperial German Prussian Observers award. The back with
sunray pattern and marked CE JUNCKER BERLIN and
with moon mark and 800 silver mark and with vent hole.
Retains all the red, black and white enamel which is secured
by flat pins. A very rare top of the line example. ExC

185 - AR15 UPPER RECEIVER
Upper receiver for the AR15 rifle. 20” 6.8SPC cal Trueflite
match barrel with muzzle break. Flat top receiver with rail
as well as the 12” handguard with 4 sided rail. Complete
with bolt, carrier and cocking handle. Desert tar finish. ExC
ALR
186 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese semi auto rifle. 20” 7x39 cal barrel with original
sights and folding bayonet. The receiver marked K18 and
factory mark and has original 10 shot integral magazine.
Metalwork retains near all original blued finish. VGC original woodwork with a few handling marks. Complete with
original sling and cleaning rod. ExWO&C ELR
187 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese semi automatic rifle. 20” 7x39 cal barrel with original sight. The bayonet and lug have been removed. The receiver with Chinese character markings. Metalwork with
near all original blue. 7 Shot integral box magazine. ExC
original woodwork complete with original sling. ExWO&C
ALR

196 - WWI PILOTS AWARD
WWI German Prussian Pilots badge. Hollow type with vent
hole and marked with Rota manufactures mark 900 silver and Prussian moon marks. A rear award, measures
70x44mm ExC

184
186

192

198 - GERMAN GOLD CROSS
A stunning example of a WWII Nazi German Gold Cross.
Early heavy version with 4 hollow rivets 5 piece construction. The die struck pin is clearly makers marked 1 for Deschler & Son. The Swastika retains all enamel with slight
surface wear scratching and the wreath with most gilt and
1941 date. Contained in its original black box with white
silk and black felt lining with similar wear to the badge
which shows a nice amount of light wear. A nice example
for the discerning collector. ExC

188 - WEAVER CLASSIC SCOPE
US brand Japanese made telescopic sight. 4-16x42 with adjustable objective and Duplex recticle. Matte black finish.
Model #849408. In original box. ExC
189 - LEUPOULD SCOPE
VXI 3-9-40mm matte finish with LR Duplex. Model
#113876. Includes original box. ExC
190 - BURRIS SCOPE
US made Fullfield 1.75-5 power scope with staight tube and
gloss black finish. Appears unused in original box. ExC

199 - GENERAL ASSAULT AWARD
Nazi German General assault award for 75 Engagements.
Crimped hinge and catch JFS marked on the back of the
wreath. Zinc based medal with slightly convexed wreath
with 4 ball rivets. Extremely rare badge. VGC

196

194

200 - COLT 1902 PISTOL
Antique, circa 1915, Colt model 1902 Military ‘Long Slide’,
6” .38ACP cal barrel. The slide with original sights, rear
serrations and marked on the left hand side PATENTED
APR.20 1897.9.1902 COLT’S PT FA MFG CO. HARTFORD. CT. USA. The right is marked AUTOMATIC COLT
CALIBRE 38 RIMLESS SMOKELESS. The frame is
marked with the serial number in the 38000 range. Metalwork retains most overall dulling original blue thinning to
the edges. ExC original hard rubber grips with COLT logo
and lanyard ring at the base. Includes original nickel plated
patent date marked magazine with some loss to the finish. A
scarce early Colt seldom seen for sale. VGWO&C B/CLR

191 - SILENCER
Hushpower model 300 over barrel supressor for .22 cal
centerfires. 31cm in length. GC
192 - LUGER P08 PISTOL
Nice example of a German Police rework Luger, circa
1930’s, possibly by Simson & Co. Suhl. 4” 9mm cal barrel
with undated chamber and WaA66 marked on the side with
Police eagle & Waffen amt while the otherside is crown/N
proof. The frame is Police unit marked L.W pr. 169 and has
the Police sear safety fitted. Near all original blue and straw
colours. ExC original grips. All serial numbers are matching
including the magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
193 - SIMSON & CO LUGER
An extremely rare German Police issue P08 Luger manufactured during the Weimar Rebuplic period by Simson &
Co of Suhl. Simson & Co were the only factory licensed
after WWI to produce the Luger and were confiscated by the
Nazi party in 1936. 3¾” 9mm cal barrel with correct sights
and proof marks. The chamber is without date, the side with
Police contract proofs. The toggle is marked SIMSON &
CO SUHL. The gun is fitted with the Police style sear and
magazine safeties. Metalwork retains near all original bright
blue with slight holster wear to the sideplate, leading edges
and muzzle. ExC original grips all serial numbers except the
magazine which is the correct type are matching. Complete
with its correct Police holster with spare magazine. This is
the first of these rare Lugers we know of that has been for
sale in NZ. ExWO&C B/CLR
194 - SIAMESE MAUSER
Mauser manufactured Siamese contract P08 pistol. 4” 9mm
cal barrel with 1936 chamber date. The toggle with Mauser
banner logo. The rear of the frame above the lanyard ring
has the Thai seal and numbers. Metalwork retains near all

197 - RETIRED PILOTS AWARD
Cased Nazi German Luftwaffe retired pilots award. The
back with correct very faint CE JUNCKER BERLIN SW
and 900 mark. Retains nearly all original finish and one
of the best condition examples we have seen. Measures
55x42mm. Contained in its original velour lined box. ExC

200

197

201

202

201 - COLT POCKET AUTOMATIC PISTOL
Scarce antique, circa 1914 Colt model 1903 Pocket hammer
semi auto pistol. 4½” .38ACP cal barrel. The slide with
original sights and marked with patent info, cal, Colt address and British proofed marked which are also on the barrel and frame. Metalwork retains most overall blue which
has thinned to grey around the grip straps. VGC original
Colt logo hard rubber grips. Includes its correct unmarked
blued magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR
202 - COLT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Vintage, circa 1927, US single action revolver. 5¼”.38 Colt
cal barrel marked COLT PT.F.A.MFG. Co. HARTFORD
CT. U.S.A. 38 COLT. The original foresight has been period
filed to reshape it. The frame is marked with patent dates
and the rampant horse logo. Metalwork retains near all
bright blue to the barrel while the straps and trigger guard
are starting to dull. The frame has faded case colours which
are brighter in concealed areas. The cylinder retains near
all blue. ExC hard rubber grips. Contained in an original
blue baize English case with loading instructions. Action is
missing the main spring otherwise VG-ExC CLR
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203 - CHARLES INGRAM RIFLE
Antique percussion sporting rifle by Charles Ingram of
Glasgow, circa 1860. 29” heavy octagonal approx. 40 cal
barrel with dovetail foresight and ladder type rear sight.
Marked CHARLES INGRAM 100 UNION ST. GLASGOW IMPROVED CAST STEEL. The muzzle and breach
are ornately foliate engraved extending into the tang. The
lock plate with ½ cock safety and platnum plug and set trigger is marked C INGRAM and is fully foliate and borderline
engraved as is the hammer. Metalwork retains near all finish to the barrel and dark patina with traces of case colours
to the action. ExC high grade chequered walnut stock with
ebony forend. Steel mounts extending into pineapple shaped
finial are engraved with Deer scene and foliage. The steel
butt plate extends into the stock with spear shaped finial and
has an engraved patch box with coat of arms. The stock is
also relief carved with tear drop behind the lock and shell
pattern at the base of the wrist. Complete with its original
ebony rod. A top grade rifle for the advanced collector.
ExWO&C NLR EST $6000-$8000

214 - ANSCHUTZ .22 RIFLE
German single shot bolt action rifle. 21½” .22 cal barrel
with iron sights. Most overall dull blue. Original stock with
a lot of handling marks. FWO&C ALR
215 - VOERE .22 RIFLE
German bolt action rifle. 21” .22lr cal barrel missing front
sight. Receiver grooved for scope and has 5 shot magazine.
Near all blue. GC woodwork with handling scratches to the
stain. GWO&C ALR
216 - STIRLING M20 RIFLE
Philipines made semi auto rifle. 21” .22lr cal barrel with
iron sights and 4x20 scope fitted to the receiver. Metalwork
with most blue. GC woodwork with handling marks. Includes 15 shot magazine. FWO&C ALR

203

204

204 - MACLAUCHLAN BLUNDERBUSS
Antique, circa late 1700’s, Coaching Blunderbuss by Edinborough gunmaker MacLauchlan. 14” Octagonal to round
brass barrel with cannon turns and flick bayonet. Marked
EDIN R and Birmingham proofed. The lock has been converted from flint to percussion with a drum nipple conversion. The plate is engraved with sunburst and foliate designs
as well as marked MACLAUCHLAN. Brass and metal
work have nice dark aged patina. ExC one piece stock chequered at the wrist and with brass mounts with spear point
and pineapple finials. Complete with original ram rod.
ExWO&C NLR EST $5000-$7000

217 - REMINGTON TARGETMASTER RIFLE
Single shot bolt action rifle. 25” .22lr cal barrel with iron
sights. Metalwork retains near all original finish. GC woodwork with some handling marks. VGWO&C ALR
218 - 303 SPORTER RIFLE
Sporterised No 3 rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with iron sights.
Most dark patina. GC woodwork. Includes 10 shot magazine. FWO&C ALR

205

220 - 303 SPORTER RIFLE
Sporterised No 3 SMLE. 25” 303 barrel missing rear sight.
Receiver with scope. Thinning blue in patches. Commercial
chequered replacement wood. FWO&C ALR

205 - ELEY CARTRIDGE BOARD
Antique, circa late 19th century cartridge board. The oak
frame with black lettering marked ELEY SPORTING MILITARY CARTRIDGES. The board has the Gold and blue
raised trademark logo surrounded by shotgun, rifle, and pistol cartridges as well as percussion cap, primer and shot tins
as well as sectionalised cartidges. 79x65 cm, these cartridge
boards are seldom offered for sale. ExC NLR
EST $13500-$18000

221 - MAUSER SPORTER RIFLE
Built from a M1895 short rifle made by DWM. 21” 7mm
cal barrel. The action with Chilean and DWM markings.
Includes original sight. Metalwork with thin blue to dark
patina. GC woodwork shortened at the band. FWO&C ALR
222 - 06 WINCHESTER RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1919, pump action rifle. 20” .22lr cal barrel
with sights and 3/4 magazine and take down action. Metalwork is quite pitted in areas and with dark patina. GC woodwork, missing screw in forend. FWO&C ALR

***20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK***

223 - WINCHESTER 92 RIFLE
The parts of a US lever action rifle, circa 1912. The barrel is an unfinished replacement and unsure of the caliber
(most likely 44-40). Action has tap hole sides. Tang with
peep sight. Butt with hole dulled at the rear. Suitable donor
gun. P-FC ALR

213

206 - TRENCH ART
Two brass artillery shells made into trench art. The first is a
base with handles and has 1918 date, the second is an ashtray. GC NLR
207 - TWO ARTILLERY SHELLS
Brass 105 Howitzer shell dented at the lip but could easily
be fixed, plus a 37mm shell. F-GC
208 - MILITARY MANUALS
Approx. 12 assorted Military Infantry and vehicle training
manuals. FC
209 - TWO BOOKS
Pistols - A Modern Encyclopedia, plus Artillery Compared
& Contrasted. GC
210 - KEVLAR HELMET
Modern US pattern Kevlar helmet, olive green and complete
with liner and straps. Marked 58 (most likely size). VGC
211 - VIETNAM HELMET
US Vietnam pattern helmet with liner, straps and cover. Possible NZ issue. GC
212 - WATER BOTTLES
Two NZ Military water bottles. One type 1 1937 pattern.
The second in sleeve type.
213 - AIR RAID CLACKER
Wooden British Air Raid rattle/clacker, circa WWII. Faint
makers mark on one side. VGC

219 - 303 SPORTER RIFLE
Sporterised SMLE #3. 25” .303 cal barrel with iron sights.
Most overall blue. ExC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

220

224 - WINCHESTER PRINT AND MIRROR
Framed print of a Winchester bullet board plus a Winchester
mirror with a 73 rifle and logo etc. Approx. 50x40cm each.
GC

221

225 - KITCHENER PRINT
Framed black and white print of Field Marshall Lord Kitchener. 50x42 VGC
228

226 - MESSERCHMITT PRINT
Two ME 110’s over Paris, in colour and framed. 36x33 GC
227 - DIANA MODEL 27 AIR RIFLE
German .177 break barrel air rifle with open sights. Near all
blue. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C
228 - WEIHRAUCH AIR RIFLE
German HW35 .177 cal break barrel air rifle. Near all blue.
GC woodwork with some scratches. VGWO&C NLR
229 - RWS AIR RIFLE
German model 64 .177 cal air rifle. Near all blue. VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C NLR
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230 - BSA AIR RIFLE
Antique English Lincoln Jefferies air rifle, circa early 20th
century. BSA logo on top of the barrel and Lincol also
marked on the cocking lever which has good pressure. Serial number in the 40,000 range. Near all blue, VGC wooden
butt stock. ExWO&C NLR

230

249 - 308 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx. 180R of ZV 7.62x51 ammo in
original green packets. GC ALR

231

250 - KAVANAGH REVOLVER
Antique RIC type double action revolver by Irish maker W
Kavanagh & Son Dublin. 2¾” .450 cal round barrel. The
action with 6 shot cylinder and marked with makers name
on top strap and frame. The gun is also borderline engraved
with foliate designs. Metalwork has grey overall patina. GC
one piece grip and action is strong. GWO&C CLR

231 - WEBLEY AIR PISTOL
Vintage English .22 target air pistol marked THE WEBLEY
“MARK I” and with W&S address etc. Metalwork with near
all original blue with some speckle staining. VGC original
grips. VGWO&C NLR
232 - 22 MAG AMMO
97R of CCI brand V2MAX 30g bullet in original packets.
ALR

251 - WEBLEY NO5 REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1900, British Webley revolver. 3”.360 cal
round barrel marked on the top with Australian retailer Alcock & Pierce Melbourne. The frame with Webley markings. Metalwork with areas of bright blue on the barrel and
cylinder and dark patina to the frame. VGC one piece grip
with lanyard ring. Action is strong. VGWO&C CLR

250

233 - 243 AMMO
40R of Hornady Super Performance 95g SST bullets in
original packets. ExC ALR
234 - 44 MAG AMMO
100R of American Eagle 240g JHP bullets in original packets. GC ALR

252 - WEBLEY RIC REVOLVER
Royal Irish constabulary late 19th century double action
revolver. 2½”.450 cal barrel with Birmingham proofs. The
top strap is marked P Webley & Son etc. The frame marked
Webleys RIC MODEL/83 etc. 5 shot fluted cylinder. Metalwork with large areas of bright blue turning dull on the
frame. ExC one piece grip with lanyard ring. VGWO&C
CLR

251

235 - 28G AMMO
75R of Eley Grand Prix. 2½” chamber size 4, 5 & 6. In
original packets. GC ALR
252

236 - 28 GAUGE AMMO
Bag lot containing approx. 194R of 28 gauge shotgun
ammo. In original 25R boxes. Gamebore, Kemen and Signature range brands. ExC ALR
237 - 307 AMMO
Two packets of Winchester (40R) 180g power point. ExC
ALR
238 - 300 H&H AMMO
40R of Winchester Fail safe and silver tip 180g bullets. In
original packets. VGC ALR
239 - 33 WINCHESTER
20R of Apex cartridges, 200 grain flat point ammo. Hard to
find! VGC ALR

253 - S&W HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER
US double action M&P revolver. 4” 38 S&W cal barrel
marked with Smith & Wesson address and patent information. Metalwork has nickel plated finish with areas of heavy
pitting around the grips and muzzle. Original wooden grips
missing screw. Action functions well. FWO&C CLR

253

254 - TWO REVOLVERS
Antique Smith & Wesson hinged frame .38 cal 5 shot revolver nickel finish with lots of pin prick marks. GC hard
rubber grips, action is at fault, plus an unknown maker (possibly H&R) .32 revolver in poor condition. PWO&C CLR

255

240 - 455 AMMO
50R of Flochi 455 MKII 262GR LRN bullets in original
packet. VGC ALR

255 - REPRO PERCUSSION FOWLER
Italian Side by Side muzzle loading shotgun. 28¾” 12g
bore barrels with near all blued finish. Engraved case coloured lock plates and hammers, retains near all original
finish. ExC original wooden stock complete with ramrod.
ExWO&C ALR
256

256 - PEDERSOLI RIFLE
Italian percussion reproduction hunting rifle. 26”.50 cal octagonal blued barrel with iron sights and retaining near all
blue. Case coloured hammer and lockplate. VGC woodwork
with rubber butt plate fitted. VGWO&C ALR

241 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
150R of Eastern European Military Suplus ammo in chargers and packets. GC ALR
242 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR
243 - .308 AMMO
Box lot containing 480R of 7.62 German MEN ball ammo
in original 20R packets. GC ALR

257

244 - .308 AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR
245 - .308 AMMO
Similar to previous lots but 350R. GC ALR
246 - .308 AMMO
Bag lot containing 80R of Barnaul .308 win ammo. In original 20R packets ExC ALR

258 - REMINGTON FIELDMASTER RIFLE
Model 572 pump action rifle. 22” .22 lr cal round barrel with
iron sight and full length magazine. Metalwork retains near
all original blue. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

258

259 - CZ452 RIFLE
Czech left handed bolt action rifle. 22” .22lr cal blued barrel
without sights but threaded for silencer. Action with Tasco
4-16 AO scope. Metalwork with near all blued finish. ExC
chequered walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR

259

247 - 30-06 AMMO
Bag lot containing 120R of Barnaul .30-06 ammo in original
20R packets. ExC ALR
248 - CAC 308 AMMO
100R of 7.62mm Ball Ammo in original packets, manufactured by CAC for the National Rifle Association of NZ. GC
ALR

257 - BROWNING TROMBONE RIFLE
Belgian pump action rifle, circa 1968. 22”.22lr cal round
barrel with original sights and ¾ mag tube as well as marked
with Herstal address. Take down release and all other
metalwork retains near all bright blue. ExC woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR

260

260 - SAVAGE M93 RIFLE
US left handed bolt action rifle. 21”.22 Magnum cal blued
barrel with iron sights. Metalwork with near all bright blue.
ExC woodwork. Includes its 5 shot plus a 10 shot magazine.
ExWO&C ALR
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261 - ANSCHUTZ 22 MAGNUM RIFLE
German vintage, circa 1965, bolt action rifle. 22” .22 MAG
cal barrel with iron sights. The receiver marked with Ulm
address with set trigger and fitted with claw mount Supra 4
power scope. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC
woodwork with swivels. ExWO&C ALR

261

273 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
US Military semi automatic pistol. 5”.45 acp cal barrel. The
slide with original sights and marked with Colt logo address,
patent dates as well as MODEL OF 1911 US ARMY. The
frame has had the serial number and United States Property marks removed but does have the Eagle head inspectors mark for 1918/19. Metalwork has most reblue thinning
to grey on the grip straps. Modern reproduction wooden
grips and Colt magazine. Also has a USMC marked holster.
GWO&C B/CLR

265

262 - WALTHER MODEL 2 RIFLE
Rare pre war vintage German rifle that works either semi
auto or bolt action. 21½” .22 lr cal blued barrel with iron
sights. The top of the receiver with Zella Mehlis address and
banner logo. Metalwork has near all blue with a few areas
of pin pricking. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
263 - BRNO MODEL 5 RIFLE
Czech vintage, circa 1972, .22 rifle. 22” .22lr cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver Lyman scope fitted and has had
an apperture site block fitted on the left hand side. Most
original blue finish. VGC woodwork missing magazine otherwise G-VGWO&C ALR

274 - DOUBLE DATE LUGER PISTOL
1920 rework of a WWI P08. 4”9mm cal barrel with double
date 1920 & 1917 marked chamber the toggle is marked
DWM. Metalwork retains near all original blue and straw
colours. ExC original grips. All numbers including the magazine are matching. Double Dates are seldom found in this
finer condition. ExWO&C B/CLR

262

264 - BROWNING TROMBONE PARTS
Belgian pump action rifle minus the butt stock but all other parts are present and functioning. Late 60’s early 70’s
vintage. 22” .22lr cal barrel with ¾ mag tube and original
sights. Most overall blue. VGC wooden forend. All functioning in VGC ALR

275 - P38 PISTOL
WWII German semi auto pistol.5” 9mm cal. The slide with
original sights and marked P38 cyq (Spreewerk). The frame
is mismatched to the gun but is Waffen amt marked and
numbered. Metalwork has near all gloss reblue. ExC original Bakelite grips. Includes a post war holster. GWO&C B/
CLR

266

265 - REPRODUCTION WALKER REVOLVER
Italian remake of the Colt Percussion revolver. 9” octagonal
to round .44 cal barrel marked US 1847 and ASM makers
mark. Metalwork with near all original blue case colours
and roll engraved cylinder. Brass trigger guard and blued
back strap with ExC walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

276 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
WWII German semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel
with original sights. The slide marked P38 ac42 (Walther
1942). The frame is mis matched but is Walther 359 Waffenamt marked (the barrel and right hand side of the slide have
been renumbered in electric pencil). Near all reblue. ExC
original dark brown Bakelite grips. GWO&C B/CLR

267

269
281

266 - REPRODUCTION COLT POCKET REVOLVER
Italian ASM remake of the Wells Fargo model percussion
revolver. 4”.32 cal octagonal barrel without rammer and retaining near all blue finish. Cylinder with rolled scene and
frame with bright case colours. ExC walnut grips with brass
straps. ExWO&C B/CLR

273

267 - RUGER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER
US single action revolver. 4½”.357 magnum cal barrel with
original sights and Ruger markings. Metalwork retains near
all original blued finish. VGC original wood group. Includes
an additional 9mm cal cylinder. ExWO&C B/CLR

278 - SA DAGGER
Nazi German SA Dagger. 22cm blade with Aesculap makers logo and Alles Fur Deutchland motto. The acid etching
on the logo is faint and very minor staining towards the tip.
Nice fit of the the nickel guard and pommel which is marked
SW. Hardwood grips with good fit around the roundal and
eagle. VGC scabbard with thin brown anodized finish and
with hanger. VGC

274

268 - RUGER SUPER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER
US single action revolver. 7¼”.30 carbine cal barrel with
original sights and Ruger markings. Metalwork with near all
bright blue. VGC original wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
269 - REPRO COLT 1875 REVOLVER
Italian Armi San Marco single action revolver. 7½”.45 long
Colt cal barrel. Metalwork with near all bright blue and case
colours. ExC walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

277 - GERMAN ARMY DAGGER
Nazi German Army Officers dagger. 26cm blade in VGC
without makers name, pommel with oak leaves, the celluloid grip is burnt orange in colour. The guard with ‘Hatchet’
faced eagle has slight chipping of the finish in a couple of areas on the back. VGC pebble grain finished scabbard. VGC

279 - KABAR KNIFE
WWII period US fighting knife. 17½cm blade marked US
ONTARIO. Stacked leather grip. Blade has stained dark
patina. Includes scabbard. FC

275

280 - BRITISH JACK KNIVES
Two Military pocket knives. Similar pattern with blade, can
opener and marlin spike. One dated 1945 and broad arrow
marked, the other with makers name. VGC

270 - 308 AMMO
100R of 147g FMJ Sellier & Bellot brand ammuntion in
original packets. ExC ALR
271 - 6.5X55 AMMO
50R of 140g FMJ Sellier & Bellot brand in original packet.
ExC ALR

272

272 - COLT 1911AI PISTOL
US Military issue, circa 1943, semi auto pistol. 5”.45 acp cal
barrel, the slide with original barley corn foresight and fixed
rear sight. Marked with Colt rampant horse, address and
patent information. The frame is marked UNITED STATES
PROPERTY & M1911A1 US ARMY as well as WB & P
inspectors marks. Metalwork has grey to silver patina on the
slide and a darker patina to the frame. VGC original Colt
wood grips and includes its correct magazine. VGWO&C
B/CLR

282

279

283

To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.
277

278

281 - GERMAN SABRE
German Officers Sabre. 87cm curved blade with near all
plating and marked with F W Holler makers logo. Celluloid
and wire grip with basic plain plated guard without Swastika or motif. Includes its drawn tube steel Army type scabbard. VGC
282 - CHINESE OFFICERS SWORD
Imperial Chinese Prussian style model 1889 sword. 79cm
blade with twin fullers and German manufacture partial
mark CLE SOLINGEN. The guard with Chinese dragon and
blackened brass finish. Brown celluloid handle. Complete
with steel scabbard. VGC
283 - AUSTRALIAN MACHETTE
WWII Australian Military issue Jungle machette. 37cm
blade marked D arrow D MP-44 with dark patina. VGC
chequered brown Bakelite grips with lanyard. Complete
with original canvas scabbard with brass throat. VGC
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284 - THOMPSON 1928A1 S.M.G
US WWII Submachine gun. 10½” .45acp cal fluted barrel
fitted with original Cutts compensator. The receiver with
basic Lyman battle sight marked with Thompson logo.
Left hand side marked US MODEL 1928A1 and Auto Ordnance prefix as well as other Thompson markings. Upper
and lower numbers are matching. Metalwork has near all
finish. VGC woodwork and includes its 20 shot magazine.
ExWO&C CLR

285

285 - PPSH41 SUBMACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII S.M.G. 9½”7.62 Tokarev cal barrel with ventilated shroud and original sights. The top with 1944 date.
Metalwork with near all arsenal reblue finish. ExC woodwork complete with original sling and 72R drum magazine.
ExWO&C CLR

297 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI Enfield bolt action rifle. 27”.303 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber
marked ERA (Edystone Remington Arms) and the rail British ordnance marked. Metalwork retains dark overall blue
thinning on the edges. VGC woodwork complete with swivels. VGWO&C ALR

284

286 - BREN GUN
WWII MKI Bren light machine gun. 23”.303 cal correctbarrel with flash hider and forward section in the white and
with original sight and carry handle. The receiver is marked
INGLIS 1942 BREN MK IM. Left hand side has the dialsight selector. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish.VGC
wooden butt stock and grip. Complete with correct adjustable bipod and magazine, plus a paper back book - The Bren
Gun by N GRANT. VGWO&C CLR
287 - MAXIM MACHINE GUN
Soviet Union WWII model 1910 heavy machine gun. 28”
7.62x54R cal barrel fluted water jacket with tractor type
snow cap. The receiver with Tula arsenal mark, 1944 date
and original sight. All external numbers are matching. Metalwork has near all blue and olive green paint. ExC wooden
grips. Complete with its Sokolov mount and shield plus a
maintenance bag. DUE TO ITS SIZE AND PORTABILITY
VIEWING AND PICK UP WILL BE AT OUR SHOWROOM.
ExWO&C CLR
288 THOMPSON ACCESSORIES
Two 30R magazines, brass cleaning rod, oil bottle with felt
spacer, chamber brush and dismantling tool for the 1928A1
S.M.G. ExC

296 - NO3 LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
British Military SMLE bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The wrist is marked
with the Crown/GR 1942 SHT LE III*. Metalwork has dark
overall finish. Bolt and gun are matching. ExC woodwork
with alloy butt plate. Missing the trap but includes sling.
VGWO&C ALR

298 - ARGENTINIAN MAUSER RIFLE
Bolt action model 1909 rifle. 29” 7.65x53 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber with crest and
marked Mauser MODELO ARGENTINO 1909 while the
action has German DWM manufactures mark. Metalwork
has most overall dark blue. VGC woodwork complete with
swivels and rod. VGWO&C ALR

286

299 - GARAND EN BLOCKS
5 X 8R 30-06 cal magazine chargers for the M1 Garand. GC
300 - 03 SPRINGFIELD CLIPS
Seven stripper clips for the US 30.06 cal rifle. GC

287

301 - TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD TOOL
Maintanance tool for the US 45-70 trapdoor rifle with
punch, wrench and screw driver marked US MOD 1879.
Most overall original blue finish. VGC
302 - COLT PISTOL BOOK
Colt automatic pistols by Budy. Medium format, hard cover,
B&W photos, long out of print. Dust cover is a bit tatty otherwise. GC

295
294
296

289 - THOMPSON 30R MAGAZINES
UMC marked 1944 dated 3 cell webbing pouch containing
three 30R magazine with most overall original blue. VGC

304 - M14 AUTOMATIC RIFLE
Ex US Military Vietnam era, 1963 manufacture M14 automatic rifle. 22” .308 cal barrel with original flash hider and
bayonet lug and sights. The back of the receiver is marked
US RIFLE 7.62mm M14 WINCHESTER and serial number
in the 1,195,000 range for the 1962-63 Winchester Military
contract. Rights hand side of the receiver with selector. Metalwork retains near all original parkerised finish. ExC original wood work with fiberglass top wood, original metal butt
plate, sling swivels and 20 shot magazine. This was purportedly brought back from Vietnam by a NZ service man and
these are seldom seen in NZ. ExWO&C ALR

290 - BREN SLING
For the MKI Bren Gun. Steel clips at each end with faint
makers mark and what looks to be 1942 date. VGC
291 - BREN SHELL CATCHER
Action spent shell catcher marked D arrow D on bag. VGC
292 - MODEL 1916 HOLSTER
US marked brown leather holster for the 1911 pistol. Makers name and date are hard to make out. GC
293 - US BELT
Kahki canvas, blued steel an brass combat belt marked US.
294 - MOSIN NAGANT RIFLE
Soviet WWII era M91/30 bolt action rifle. 29” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with original adjustable sights. The chamber with
1943 date and Izhevsh arsenal mark. Metalwork with near
all blue. VGC woodwork with some lifting of the stain.
Complete with sling and rod. VGWO&C ALR
295 - MOSIN NAGANT RIFLE
Soviet pre WWII M91/30 bolt action rifle. 29”7.62x54R cal
barrel with original sights. The chamber is dated 1932 and
with Tula arsenal mark. The early type octagonal receiver
has US importers mark.Metalwork with most overall blue.
VGC woodwork complete with rod. VGWO&C ALR
B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue

303 - COLT DOWNUNDER BOOK
By Hughes and Rapley. Hard cover, large format, 250 pages
and colour photos. Covers Colt Firearms in Australia and
NZ. ExC

298
297

306

305 - L2A1 AUTOMATIC RIFLE
NZ Military Vietnam era Squad automatic rifle version of
the SLR. 24” 308 cal heavy barrel including the flash hider
and bayonet lug. The receiver with the correct adjustable
tangent sight and marked RIFLE, 7.62mm AUTOMATIC
L2A1, 3 position selector and Lithgow 1965 prefix. Metalwork with near all original parkerised finish. ExC original
woodwork including its correct folding bipod forend. Fitted
with its 30 shot magazine. One of the better examples of this
scarce variant. ExWO&C CLR
306 - ARMALITE AR10 RIFLE
Dutch manufacture modified to semi automatic rifle. 20”
308 cal barrel with original flash hider, bayonet lug and
sight. The receiver with integral carry handle and marked
ARMALITE AR10 and Dutch makers logo etc. Metalwork
has most overall black finish to the lower and dark green to
the top. VGC brown synthetic furniture and complete with
original 20R waffle magazine. Increasingly more desirable
and hard to find in this un modified condition. VGWO&C
ELR

14
307 - WALTHER MODEL 9 PISTOL
Vintage, circa late 1930s, German pocket/vest pistol. 2”
.25acp cal barrel with barley corn foresight, the slide is
marked with banner logo and Walthers Patent mod 9 and
Zella-Mehlis address. Metalwork retains near all bright
blue. ExC original black banner logo Bakelite grips (version without enamel inserts). Includes its original Walther
marked magazine. At just 4” in length these are one of the
smaller pocket pistols. ExWO&C CLR

322 - FRANCOTTE PATENT RIFLE
Single shot Martini action rifle. 28” .303 cal barrel with iron
sights and bayonet lug and marked C303, the action marked
FRACCOTTES PATENT La Francotte and with scroll engraving. Metalwork with grey to dark patina. GC but worn
wooden furniture, chequered at the wrist. GWO&C ALR

307

308 - WEBLEY M1907 PISTOL
Circa WWI British pocket/vest pistol. 2” 025acp cal barrel,
the slide marked WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD LONDON &
BIRMINGHAM 6.35MM AUTOMATIC PISTOL and logo.
Frame is the hammer variant and metalwork retains near all
original bright blue with some slight staining to the white
metal parts. ExC original hard rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR

323 - STEYR M1885 RIFLE
Boer War model 1885 Guedes single shot falling block rifle.
Made by Steyr for the Portugese Military but were on sold
to the South African Boer Republics. 30½” 8mm cal barrel
with original sights. The chamber marked ZAR. The action
is marked M/1885 STEYR 1886 OEWG. Metalwork has
grey metal patina with speckle staining. VGC woodwork
complete with swivels and bayonet lug with Boer Soldiers
name on the left hand side C.KLEINHANS. Many of these
were brought back by returning NZ soldiers. G-VGWO&C
ALR

308

309 - ASTRA CUB PISTOL
Good quality Spanish model 2000 pocket pistol, circa
1950’s. 2¼” .25acp cal barrel. The slide with integral sight
and Astra markings. Metalwork retains near all original
bright blue including fire blue on the safety and screws. The
white metal parts including the magazine are without stains.
ExC original Astra Cub logo plastic grips. ExWO&C CLR

309

324 - SWEDISH ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE
Swedish Military model 1867 single shot rolling block rifle.
37¼” 12.17x44RF cal barrel with bayonet bar and original
sights. The receiver is marked H1873 (Husqvarna). Metal
work has dark grey to black patina. VGC original matching
number woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
310

310 - WALTHER MODEL 4 PISTOL
German Weimar period semi automatic pistol, circa 191923. 3½” .32acp cal barrel with correct taper at the muzzle.
The slide is marked WALTHER’S PATENT CAL 7,65 and
banner logo. The other side WAFFENFABRIK WALTHER
ZELLA-MEHLIS. Metalwork retains near all original
bright blue. ExC original hard rubber with logo grips. Hard
to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR

325 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military MKII Artillery carbine. 20½” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and ordnance marks, chamber is marked
NZ sold out of service. The action CROWN/VR HRB Co
1899 ME 303 A.C II as well as the Enfield markings on the
other side. Metalwork with dulling blue all over, thinning
to grey on the edges. VGC woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR

311

326 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military MKI Artillery carbine. 21” .303 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug as well as ordnance marks.
The chamber is marked NZ98. The receiver marked Crown/
VR ENFIELD 1897 M.E .303 A.C.I as well as Marini Henry
marks on the right hand side. Metalwork with dark patina.
GC woodwork with swivels. GWO&C ALR

311 - MAUSER 1910
German vintage, circa 1922-35, semi automatic pistol. 3½”
.32acp cal barrel with original sights. The slide marked
WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER A-B OBENDORF A.N.
MAUSER’S PATENT as well as Mauser 7,65. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue. ExC original wooden
grips. One of the best examples we have seen. ExWO&C
CLR
312 - M14 MAGAZINE
30 shot 308 cal magazine for the M14 rifle. VGC

327 - S&W MODEL 657
Large N frame U.S double action revolver. 6¨ .41 magnum
cal barrel with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metal work
without significant scratches. Ex.C original wooden grips
ExW0&C B/CLR

323
322

313 - M14 MAGAZINE
20 shot .308 cal magazine for the M14 rifle. VGC

328 - DAN WESSON REVOLVER
US model 715 double action multi barrel .357 cal revolver
has a 2½” , 4”, 6”and 8” barrels. The 8” barrel has a long eye
relief scope. Stainless steel metalwork without significant
scratches. GC Pachmayr rubber grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

314 - M14 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC
315 - 30 SHOT SLR MAGAZINE
To suit the .308 L1A1 or L2A1 rifles. Most black finish. GC

325

316 - AK DRUM MAGAZINE
Eastern European 75R rear loading drum magazine to fit the
AK/56S series of guns in 7x39 cal. Near all original blue.
ExC

324

317 - AK MAGAZINE
30 shot 7x39 cal magazine for AK47/56S ribbed spine. ExC
318 - AK MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot without spine. ExC
319 - SLR GRIP ETC
Synthetic ‘A’ category type pistol grip for L1A1 plus a 5 or
7 shot magazine. VGC

327

320 - M1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES
15 shot magazine, plus bolt on flash hider and cocking handle section. GC
321 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES
A15 shot plus a 30 shot in orginal Military wrapping. ExC

330

329 - DAN WESSON REVOLVER
Model 715 double action revolver. Similar to previous but
only with one 6” barrel with adjustable sights. Stainless
steel metalwork without significant scratches. ExC wooden
grips. VGWO&C NLR
330 - MITCHELL ARMS 1911 PISTOL
US 1911 type semi auto pistol. 5” .45 acp cal heavy barrel,
slide with adjustable sights and marked MITCHELL ARMS
GOLD SERIES’ 95. Stainless steel metalwork with bead
blasted frame in VGC. ExC rubber grips. Complete with
box. ExWO&C B/CLR
331 - CZ 99 PISTOL
Yugoslavian semi automatic pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, slide
with fixed sights and marked CZ99 Zastava etc. Metalwork
with near all original matte finish. ExC original grips.Includes extra magazine and box. ExWO&C B/CLR

331
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332 - NIXON PERCUSSION PISTOLS
Fine cased pair of English Officers pistols by David Nixon
of Newark, circa mid 1800’s. 5” approx. .52 cal octagonal
browned barrels. Marked NIXON NEWARK and with Birmingham proofs, silver foresights and captive rammers.
The lock plate tang and trigger guards are foliate engraved.
Metalwork has nice dark case colours and brown to the barrels. ExC one piece walnut stocks with belt hook and steel
mounts extending into pineapple finials and ebony tips with
percussion traps in the butt. Contained in their original case
with reinforced corners and baize lining. The top marked
CHARLES MONEY ESQ 1861. The case contains flask,
mould, cap tin, combination hammer and rod as well as an
oil bottle. ExWO&C NLR EST $17000 - $22000

339 - DOUBLE BARREL MUFF PISTOL
Continental percussion pistol, circa mid 19th century. 1½”
.38 cal turn off barrels with boxlock action with recessed
triggers fluted wooden grip with clam shell percussion cap
trap. Metalwork with grey patina. Action at fault. FC NLR

333 - BEAUMOUNT ADAMS REVOLVER
English antique, circa late 1850’s early 1860’s single/double
action percussion revolver. 5½” .54 bore/44 cal octagonal
barrel with Birmingham proof marks and side mounted rammer. The frame with borderline engravings and side safety
is marked ADAMS PATENT. Metalwork has most bright
original charcoal blue and the small parts have dark patina.
VGC chequered one piece walnut grips. Contained in its
original green baize lined case with Robert Adams trade
label and full accessories including bronze mould, Dixon
flask, rod, patch cutter, oil bottle, cap and lubricat tins and
more. A very nice complete set. ExCWO&C NLR EST
$5500 -$7500

332

335

343 - PISTOL POWDER FLASK
Top example of a small bag shaped powder flask. As found
in cased English percussion revolvers. Brass top marked
DIXON & SONS SHEFFIELD and the spring retains all fire
blue. Body without dents and still has a lot of the original
lacquer. Small ring at the base. Measures 12cm in length.
ExWO&C

336

344 - SYKES CAPPER
Rare English Sykes percussion cap dispensor marked M &
SYKES. Most overall gilt finish. As found in fine cased rifle
and shotguns. ExC

335 - DURS EGG PERCUSSION PISTOL
Antique percussian pistol, circa late 1820’s by one of Englands finest makers. 8¾” approx. .50 cal octagonal barrel
marked D EGG PALL MALL LONDON and with silver
foresight and platinum band at the breech. The underside
with London proof marks. The lock plate marked D EGG
and is borderline and foliate engraved as is the dolphin
shaped hammer. Metalwork has areas of dark staining and
aged pitting. GC chequered half stock with steel mounts
extending into a pineapple finial. There is an aged crack between the trigger bow and lock plate. The ram rod guide has
also been filled behind the silver tip. FWO&C NLR

337

338

336 - EAST INDIA GOVERNMENT PISTOL
Antique, circa 1867, Birmingham manufactured percussion
pistol for East India Government. 7¾” .68 cal round barrel with original foresight, captive ram rod and ordnance
marks. The lock plate is marked CROWN/EIG and 1867
BIRMINGHAM. Metalwork with grey patina and some
pinpricking near the nipple, the one piece wooden stock
with brasss furniture and steel lanyard ring. Has some
aged repaired cracks and faint traces of the EIG cartouche.
GWO&C NLR

338 - EASTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique, circa 17th/18th century Balkin or Middle Eastern Flintlock Dragoon Pistol. 8½” .60 cal steel barrel with
very faint makers mark and slightly octagonal section at
the breech. The one piece stock with brass mounts is relief carved and has brass mounts with vase shaped finial.
VGCWO&C NLR

341 - HAWKSLEY RIFLE FLASK
A very fine quality leather bound percussion rifle flask
as found in top cased sets. Patent top maarked C & J.W
HAWKSLEY PATENT as well as Drams & Grains indicators. Retains near all nickel finish and fire blue on the spring.
Leather is in ExC and the bag shaped body is without dents.
ExWO&C
342 - SHOT BAG
Nice quality English Dixon & Sons shot bag for percussion
fowling pieces. Brass swivel top with 1, 1¼ & ½ ounce
designations and marked DIXON & SONS PATENT. The
tooled leather bag with suspension ring is also marked
JAMES DIXON & SONS and has a hanging game scene.
ExWO&C

334

334 - NOCK FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique, circa late 1700’s, Flintlock pistol by famous English gun maker Henry Nock. 9” approx. .65 cal barrel with
slight octagonal section at the breech and sunburst design.
The lock plate is marked H NOCK and has waterproof pan
and roller frizen. Metalwork has dark overall patina. ExC
woodwork with brass funiture with pineapple finial and replacement ram rod. VGWO&C NLR

337 - DOUBLE PERCUSSION PISTOL
Antique mid 19th century percussion double barrel muff
pistol. 3½” approx .60 cal barrel without makers name or
proof marks. Back action lock plates are engraved as are the
dolphin shaped hammers. Metalwork has dark patina. GC
one piece chequered stock with steel moounts and original
rod. GWO&C NLR

340 - SCENT PISTOL
Minature pinfire Berloque pistol. Measuring just 7 cm in
length with screw on muzzle cartridge case holder (4cm
without). Includes tin and 9 cartridge holders for the
2mm pinfires. Metalwork retains near all its gold plating.
ExWO&C NLR

333

346 - THREE POWDER FLASKS
US pistol flask with Eagle holding a revolver and flask in its
tallons. Some denting to the body and no makers name, plus
two unnamed clam shell design rifle flasks. FC

339
340

344

342
345

348

345 - GANG MOULD
Large antique bronze gang mould to cast 10 descending
round bullets at one time. Approx. .75 cal down to .38 cal.
ExC

347 - TWO SHOT BAGS
Two bag shaped antique shot bags. One heavy leather bodied Hawkesly with patent screw charger. The second with
dimpled leather and common Irish type brass, top without
makers name. VGC
348 - WALTHER HP PISTOL
Swedish Military contract pre war semi automatic pistol.
5” 9mm cal barrel with original sights. The slide is marked
with the Walther banner logo, Zella-Mehlis address. Mod
HP etc. The frame with serial number in the Swedish contract range. Metalwork retains near all original bright commercial blue finish. ExC original chequered Bakelite grips
com plete with its correct but mismatched number magazine. Original leather hardshell holster with Stockholm
markers name plus spare magazine Only around 1500 of
these pistols were made in this contract making it a rare and
desirable edition for the Walther collector. Hard to find a
better example. ExWO&C B/CLR
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349 - PORTUGESE LUGER PISTOL
Rare 1935/06 Portugese GNR (Guade National Republicane) contract pistol. 4¾” 30 cal Luger barrel, the chamber
marked with Portugese GNR Crest and Crown/u proofs. The
toggle with 8 line Mauser banner logo and SEGURANCA
marked safety. The frame is the 1906 model with grip safety.
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue and straw
colours with some high point holster wear. ExC original
grips. All serial numbers are matching and the magazine is
the correct unnumbered type with S/42 marked alloy base
plate. Includes its original leather holster with stripping tool,
rod and pin punch. A unique opportunity to own a very rare
and desirable Mauser contract Luger pistol. ExWO&C B/
CLR

359 - BRONZE COMBAT CLASP
WWII German bronze close combat clasp. JFS marked and
FEC WE PEKHAUS BERLIN. Crimped pin and hinge. In
hard to find better ExC.
360 - SILVER SPANISH CROSS
Extremely rear cased German Spanish cross without swords.
Highly vaulted and seperately attached eagles marked L/13
and nice fine detail. Approx. 64mm, some of the green covering on the case is bubbling and has red velour and silk
lining. ExC

349

350 - SECTIONALISED LUGER PISTOL
A very rare and never seen before in NZ “cut away” Luger
Pistol. Manufactured, circa 1960 by Mauser. Only 100 of
these were manufactured for US Company Interarms. 4”
9mm cal barrel with sectionalised bullet in the chamber.
The toggle is marked with the Mauser banner logo. While
the side is marked with the Interarms logo and address. The
gun is fully sectionalised including the grips and magazine
and features the grip safety. Includes its original holster with
second “cut away” magazine and original Mauser marked
stripping tool. A very rear Luger and a must have for any
serious Luger collectors gun room. ExWO&C CLR

361

351

351 - WEBLEY MARK VI REVOLVER
British Military WWI double action revolver. 6” .455 cal
barrel with British ordnance and proof marks. The top
strap marked MARK VI and the frame WEBLEY MARK
VI PATENTS 1918. Metalwork with near all matte Military finish. ExC original grips with lanyard ring at the base.
ExWO&C B/CLR

364 - SUOMI SUBMACHINE GUN
Finish model 31 S.M.G. 12” 9mm cal barrel with ventilated
shroud and original sight and sling swivel. The receiver with
tangent rear sight marked SUOMI TIKKAKOSKI & PATENT 1932. Metalwork has most overall arsenal black paint
finish thinning to grey in some areas. VGC original woodwork complete with sling. Includes a Swiss magazine pouch
with three extra “coffin” magazines. VGWO&C CLR

353

365 - M49/57 SUBMACHINE GUN
Yugoslavian S.M.G. 10½” 7.62 TOKAREV CAL barrel
with original sights and ventilated shroud. The top is marked
with crest and M49/57. Metalwork with near all blued finish. VGC woodwork complete with 71R drum magazine.
VG-ExWO&C CLR

354
359

354 - MAUSR C96 PISTOL
WWI period German semi auto pistol. 5½” 7.63 cal barrel with original sights and MAUSER markings (also on
the frame). Metalwork with dark to grey patina. Very worn
but original hard rubber grips with lanyard ring at the base.
GWO&C B/CLR

366 LUGER MAGAZINE AND POUCH
Twin cell leather pouch dated 1936 and marked GNR for the
Portugese contract and includes two correct period sheet
steel magazines with Mauser proofs. VGC
355

355 - STEYR HAHN PISTOL
WWI Austro Hungarian model 1912 semi auto pistol. 5”
9x23 cal barrel. The slide with charger guides and marked
STEYR 1916. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC
original wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
356 - HITLER CUFF TITLE
WWII German SS Officers hand enbroided Adolf Hitler cuff
title. Coarse grey cotton backing on stitching with RZM tag.
Well worn, appears removed from uniform. VGC
357 - FUHRER CUFF TITLE
WWII German SS Der Fuhrer Officers cuff title. Hand enbroided backing. Looks to have been removed from a uniform. VGC
358 - WIKING CUFF TITLE
German SS enlisted mans cuff title. Grey machine woven
title with scrim material backing, shows use. VGC

362 - LONG TOM RIFLE
NZ Military Lee Enfiel NO I * bolt action rifle. 30” .303 cal
barrel with orignal sights and bayonet lug. The wrist marked
Crown/ER SPARKBROOK 1903 LEI *. Metalwork with
near all blue finish. ExC woodwork with clear cartouches
and brass NZ marked butt plate, complete with swivels and
its pattern 88 bayonet. ExWO&C ALR
363 - SWEDISH M38 RIFLE
Swedish Military bolt action rifle. 23½” 6.5x55 cal barrel
correctly threaded at the end and with correct sights. The
receiver with correct 96 Carl Gustaf action dated 1902 and
with straight bolt handle. Metalwork has most overall dark
blue and VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

352

352 - S&W 1917 REVOLVER
WWI British Military issue double action revolver. 6½”
.455 cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON etc. The frame
with British ordnance marks. Metalwork has near all original finish with some areas of isolated minor staining. VGC
original chequered grips with lanyard ring at the base.
VGWO&C B/CLR
353 - RAST & GASSER REVOLVER
WWI period Austro - Hungarian model 1898 double action
revolver. 4½” 8mm Gasser cal barrel with original sight.
The frame marked PATENT RAST & GASSER WIEN.
Metalwork has near all blue finish. VGC chequered wooden
grips with lanyard ring at the base. A seldom seen WWI revolver often carried by machine gunners. ExWO&C B/CLR

361 - PORTUGESE M1941 RIFLE
Portugese contract bolt action short rifle based on the K98.
24” 8mm cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug as
well as Mauser Waffen amts and a 1979 German proof mark.
The chamber is also Nazi Army acceptance marks Portugese
crest and 1941 date. The rail of the action is marked Mauser
- Werke Obendorf etc. Metalwork retains near overall bright
blue. ExC original woodwork complete with rod and muzzle
protector. ExWO&C ALR

350

367 - LUGER HOLSTER
A nice early model, brown leather, German Army P08 holster. Dated 1911 and makers name on the inside of the flap.
Complete with its correct period magazine and stripping
tool. ExC
368 - LUGER MAGAZINES
Two extruded metal magazines for the PO8. Blued bodies
and moulded plastic bases. One marked P08 & FXO with
eagle/47 proof and the other is stamped Mauser. ExC

362

369 - SIMSON LUGER BOOK
The Simson Lugers by Tinker & Johnson. Hard cover, large
format, 200 pages with colour photos. An indepth study and
only known reference book on these rare variants. Leather
bound 1 of 100 edition signed by both authors. ExC

363

364
365

370 - LUGER BOOK
Luger: The Multi National Pistol by Kenyon. Hard cover,
large format, colour and B&W photos covering an array of
various Luger pistols including the “cutaway” previously in
this auction. ExC

17
371 - FOUR GUN BOOKS
Two large format, hard cover and two soft cover books.
Complete Machine Gun by Hogg, The Fighting submachine
Gun, Machine Pistol and Shotgun by Mullin. The Thompson Submachine Gun by Ellis and Submachine Gun Special.
GC

384

372 - COLT AR15 RIFLE
US Colt AR15 A2 HBAR Sporter semi auto rifle. 20” .223
cal heavy barrel with original flash hider, sights and bayonet
lug. The receiver with Colt logo and markings. Metalwork
retains near all original parkerised finish. ExC synthetic
original furniture with a few light handling marks. Complete
with its original 20R magazine. ExWO&C CLR

385 - WEBLEY MK IV REVOLVER
Snub nosed British double action revolver. 3”.38 S&W cal
barrel with British proofs, the top strap is marked MARK IV
.38 as well as WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD BIRMINGHAM.
Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original plastic
Webley logo grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C CLR

385

373 - 9MM AR15 RIFLE
Custom built 9mm semi automatic rifle. 14½” fully silenced
barrel with 10” multi rail hand gaurd and flat top receiver
with red dot optic. Bushmaster lower with UZI 32R magazine. Metalwork with near all original finish. Magpol collapsable butt and ergo synthetic pistol grip. ExWO&C ELR
374 - NORINCO 84S RIFLE
Chinese semi automatic rifle. 16½” .223 cal barrel with
original flash hider, bayonet lug and sights. The receiver
marked NORINCO 84S etc. Metalwork has near all original
blue. VGC original woodwork with a few handling marks.
Complete with sling and two 30 shot magazines. VGExWO&C ELR

384 - WEBLEY MKIII REVOLVER
Nice quality antique British double action revolver circa
turn of the century. 4” .38 S&W/.380 cal barrel marked WEBLEY & SON LONDON & BIRMINGHAM MARK III
.38. The frame with patent mark and E51 rack number. Metalwork has near all deluxe commercial high gloss charcoal
blue and white finish small parts. ExC one piece hard rubber
grips with lanyard ring at the base. ExWO&C B/CLR

374

386 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
British double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel
marked WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD and British proved.
Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original black
plastic logo grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/CLR
387 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
5” .38 S&W cal barrel marked WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD
etc. and WAR FINISH on frame. Metalwork has dark overall original finish with speckle staining to the barrel. VGC
original logo grips with lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

372

375 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese semi auto rifle. 16½” 7x39 cal barrel threaded for
silencer and with original foresight. Bayonet lug has been
ground. The receiver with scope rail and rear sight has
also been modified to accept removable “Duck Bill” 5 shot
magazine. Metalwork with near all original blue finish. ExC
synthetic green Dragunov stock with sling. ExWO&C ALR

375
373

389 - WWII ARTILLERY RANGEFINDER
British Barr & Stroud Ltd NO12 MKIII** range finder for
Artillery use. 1939 dated and broad arrow marked, has near
all original green finish. Contained in its correct wooden
crate with tripod and sling. ExC

376 - SAIGA 12G SHOTGUN
Russian semi auto 12g shotgun built on the AK platform.
16½” barrel, receiver with fibre optic and iron sights, Izhmash arsenal marks. Metalwork with near all matte black
finish. Synthetic stock and box magazine, plus one extra
magazine. ExWO&C ALR
377 - TWO AR15 MAGAZINES
Two 30R metal AR15 magazines. US Centre Industries
brand in original packets. In unused ExC

392

378 - TWO AR15 MAGAZINES
Two used 30 shot metal magazines, plus an extra spring and
follower. GC

388

379 - SAIGA 12G MAGAZINES
Two 7 shot magazines for the Russian semi automatic shotgun. ExC

389

386

382 - TYPE 63 MAGAZINE
20R polymer magazine for the Chinese 7x39 cal assault rifle. VGC
383 - WEBLEY NO2 REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1870-90, small version of the R.I.C revolver.
2¼”.320 cal barrel with original nickel silver foresight and
Birmingham proof marks. Five shot unfluted cylinder also
proved. The frame is marked WEBLEY NO2 320 CF and
logo. Metalwork has most bright blue finish with some
staining to the frame and straps. VGC one piece grips.
VGWO&C CLR

390

391
383

390 - SWISS MODEL 1917 FLARE GUN
Early model large Swiss Military flare pistol. 8”.34mm
octagonal to round stepped barrel. The frame is marked
WAFFENFABRIK NEUHAUSEN and has bevelled edges
rather than the later slab sided model. Most original blue
finish thinning grey in areas. GC original grooved grips,
complete with sling. VGWO&C NLR
391 - HEYM FLARE PISTOL
Post war type 3 alloy flare gun. 6” Octagonal to round barrel with Federal proofs. The frame marked HEYM GMBH.
Metalwork with some light surface marks. ExC original
wooden grips. ExWO&C NLR
392 - MP44 ASSAULT RIFLE
Scarce and desirable WWII Nazi German select fire assault
rifle. 16”8mm Kurz cal barrel with correct barrel nut and
sight as well as Waffen amt marked and faint discreat English proof on the underside. The receiver with correct sight
and marked MP44 on the side as well as a suffix on the serial
number. The underside of the receiver is also marked near
the front with ordnance codes for Cos works, merz works
and Mauser. Receiver with operational selector and metalwork has most blued finish. VGC woodwork with butt trap
and grooved grips. Complete with sling and MP44 marked
magazine. VGWO&C CLR EST $6000-$8000

380 - SAIGA 12G MAGAZINES
Similar to previous. ExC
381 - DRAGUNOV MAGAZINE
Five shot magazine for the 7.62x54R cal rifle. Steel waffle
design with near all blued finish. ExC

388 - KONGSBERG LINE THROWER
Norwegian line throwing M52 rifle built on a Mauser bolt
action. A blank or initiating charge launches the line or rope.
The barrel is marked Kongsberg etc. Metalwork has dark
overall patina. VGC original woodwork but the rubber part
has seriously deteriated. Contained in its original crate with
line spool and accessories. GC ALR

393 - MG34
WWII German machine gun. 28”8mm cal barrel with flash
hider, ventilated shroud and sights. The chamber is marked
dot 1945 (Czech Brunn Works). The gun and steel sections
are matching, while the feed cover is mismatched. Metalwork has dark overall patina. VGC brown Bakelite butt
stock and one of the grip panels while the other is alloy.
Complete with bipod and feed drum. VGWO&C CLR
EST $5000-$7000
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394 - YUGO M53 MG
Yugoslavian post war version of the German MG42. 26”
8mm cal barrel including the flash hider and with original
sights. The feed cover marked with serial number and crest
and the receiver is marked M29 M53 etc. Metalwork has
most overall black finish. VGC black Bakelite pistol grips
and butt stock. VGWO&C CLR

405 - VZ59 MACHINE GUN
Czech L.M.G. 23.9” 7.62x39 cal barrel with flash hider and
original sights. The rear of the receiver marked with serial
number and 1968 date. Metalwork with near all arsenal dark
grey enamel finish. ExC beech wood stock, grip and carry
handle. Includes bi pod, cleaning kit, log book, belt drum,
ammo can and belt link. ExWO&C CLR

394

395 - MG34 AA SIGHT
A scarce original Anti Aircraft spider web sight for the
WWII German MG. Correctly serial numbered and Waffen
amt marked on the underside. Metalwork has nice dark patina. Not often encountered as most are reproductions. VGC

406 - POLISH AKM
Polish Military version of the AKM assault rifle. 15”
7.62x39 cal barrel with original muzzle break, sights and
bayonet lug. Folded steel receiver with three position selector. Left hand side with side optic mounting rail and marked
with Radom 11 arsenal mark. Metalwork has most overall
original blued finish with areas of loss to the dust cover and
optic rail. VGC laminated wooden butt stock and forend
plus plastic original pistol grip. Includes its 30 shot magazine and cleaning rod. VGWO&C CLR

400

396 - MG34/42 LINK ETC
50R of link plus a Waffen amt and 1940 dated starter tab for
the German MG’s. ExC

399

397 - MG34 SLING
Original leather sling for the German MG - Ordnance code
marked and 44 dated. GC

407 - AMP69 RIFLE
Cold War era Hungarian variant of the AKM assault rilfe. 15”7.62x39 cal barrel with muzzle break and sights.
Stamped metal receiver with 3 position selector. This is the
rifle grenade version with original side mounted optic and
has a shock absorbing folding tubular butt stock with polymer hand guard. ExWO&C CLR

398 - THREE STEN MAGAZINES
Three 32R magazines for the 9mm S.M.G. Most blued finish. VGC
399 - WINCHESTER MODEL 70 RIFLE
US bolt action sporting rifle. 22”30.06 cal barrel with original iron sights and Winchester markings. The receiver fitted with K 4-1 scope. Metalwork has near all original blue.
VGC walnut stock with some handling marks. VGWO&C
ALR

405

408 - CUTAWAY AK47
Polish Military milled receiver AK47 that has been sectionalised for training purposes. Right hand side of the gun is
cut away on the barrel, chamber and gas block as well as the
grip and magazine. Left hand side has been cut away at the
trigger section. Marked with 1960 date and Radom arsenal
mark. Sectionalised areas have most red paint and the gun
has near all blue. Steel underfolding stock. ExWO&C CLR

401

402

400 - BSA MAJESTIC RIFLE
British bolt action sporting rifle. 22”.243 cal barrel with iron
sights and BSA markings. The receiver with Burris 1¾-5
power scope. Metalwork with most overall original blue
and some loss of finish to the base plate/trigger guard. VGC
original walnut stock with some handling dings. VGWO&C
ALR

409 - H&K G3 OPTIC
Ex German Military Hensoldt Z-24 scope and claw mount
to suit the G3 rifle. In its original Military hard case with
accessories. In as issued ExWO&C

401 - SAVAGE M99 RIFLE
US Sporting lever action rifle. 20”.22 Savage Hi power cal
barrel with original iron sights. Metalwork with dark to grey
patina with some blue in conceled areas and the action is
take down type. VGC original woodwork with some handling dings. GWO&C ALR

410 - G3 WALL MOUNT
Ex German Military steel mount for storing H&K G3 vertically in armoury. Olive green paint finish in as issued ExC

402 - ROSSI PUMP ACTION RILFE
23” .22lr cal round barrel with ¾ magazine and iron sights.
Take down receiver and other metalwork with near all bright
blue. GC woodwork with a couple of long scratches near the
wrist. VGWO&C ALR

412 - SMLE BANDOLIER
WWI issue 1903 pattern 50R leather and brass bandolier
dated 1916 and makers mark H?R. VGC

411 - G3 MAGAZINES
Two alloy 5 shot magazines for the German 308 rifle. ExC

406

403 - BREN 805 ASSAULT RIFLE
Extremely rare Czech select fire assault rifle. 14” 5.56mm
cal barrel fitted with original flash hider and bayonet lug.
Flat top receiver with full length rail with folding iron
sights. The receiver has ambidextrous 4 position selector:
safe, semi. 2R burst and full automatic. Left hand side is
marked CZ 805 BREN. Fitted with side folding collapsable stock and 30R magazine. An unique opportunity for
the Czech or Military rifle collector to purchase this current issue rifle. Includes original box and manual in as new
ExWO&C CLR EST $6000-$8000
404 - TAVOR 21 RIFLE
IWI bull pup assault rifle. 16”5.56mm cal barrel with flip
up foresight and flash hider. Left hand side with three position selector (safe, semi, full auto). The left hand side of
the gun is marked TAVOR 21 5.56mm ISRAEL WEAPON
INDUSTRIES LTD and logo. Fitted with its Mepro MOR
optic. Does not include magazine but takes AR15 magazines. Magazine in picture is for illustration purposes only.
ExWOR&C CLR EST $5000-$6000

413 - MI GARAND BANDOLIER
Most likely Korean War vintage belt with twin 5 cell pouches. Canvas construction in dark green and marked US. GC

408

414 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
Belgian semi automatic pocket pistol. 2”.25 acp cal barrel,
the slide with integral sight and marked with FN Herstal
address. Metalwork with near all original blue with some
staining at the rear on the safety and slide. VGC FN logo
hard rubber grip. VGWO&C CLR

414

415 - ASTRA M7000 PISTOL
Good quality Spanish pocket pistol. 2¼”.22lr cal barrel,
the slide with fixed sights and Astra markings. Metalwork
retains near all bright blue finish. ExC original chequered
walnut ASTRA logo grips. In like new ExWO&C CLR

415

407

404

416 - BERETTA 950 PISTOL
Italian semi auto pocket pistol. 2½”.22 short cal barrel with
tip up loading and exraction option. The slide with integral
sight and marked P BERETTA ITALY. Metalwork retains
near all original bright blue finish. ExC original Beretta logo
plastic grips. ExWO&C CLR

416
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417 - CZ MODEL 45 PISTOL
Vintage, circa 1958, Czech pocket pistol. 2½”.25acp cal
barrel, the slide with Ceska Zbrojovka logo and address etc.
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish. ExC
original black plastic CZ logo grips. ExWO&C CLR

430 - MAROCCAN DAGGER
Antique 19th century Koumaya dagger from Morocca.
22cm curved blade with ¾ double edge and chequered pattern.VGC wooden grip with engraved silver and gilt mounts
as is the steel scabbard. VGC
417

418 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
Belgian semi auto pocket pistol. 2”.25 acp cal barrel, the
slide with FN Herstal address. Metalwork has overall blue
with speckle staining to most of the gun. GC FN logo hard
rubber grips. Missing firing pin and follower. F-GC CLR
419 - TOKAREV BOOK
Soviet Russian Tokarev “TT” Pistols and Cartridges 19291953 by Datig. Hard cover, large format, 168 pages with
B&W pictures. VGC

431 - RIFLE REGEMENT SWORD
British Pattern 1827 rifle regement Officers sword. 82cm
Etched blade NEW ZEALAND RIFLE BRIGADE and foliate designs. Also marked EM REILLY & CO OXFORD ST
LONDON. Steel hilt with ray shin and wire wrapped grip
scabbard with most plating. Some staining to the blade near
the base. VGC

424

432 - SAWBACK SNIDER BAYONET
British Military bayonet for the constabulary carbine. 46cm
saw back blade WD arrow marked and also with German
Knights head makers mark. Guard with regimental rack
number. Metalwork without staining and ExC grips complete with leather bound scabbard with frog. ExC

420 - FOUR GUN BOOKS
Three A5 soft cover books by Lannamico: The Reising
SMG, The US M3-3A1 Grease Gun and The British Sten
Manual. Plus A5 hard cover - Modern Machine Guns by
Walter. VGC

433 - ENFIELD BAYONET
British Military Yataghan bladed sword bayonet for the Enfield percussion rifle. 57½ cm blade with ordnance marks.
GC grips complete with scabbard. GC

425

421 - FN PISTOL BOOK
FN Browning Pistols: Side-Arms That Shaped World History by Vanderlindea. Hard cover, large format, 334 pages
with B&W photos. Excellent reference book. NEW

434 - PATTERN 1887 BAYONET
British Military MKIV Martini Henry sword bayonet. 46½
cm blade with ordnance marks. Worn but GC grip. Complete with steel and leather scabbard. G-VGC

422 - M1935S PISTOL MAGAZINES
Two 7.65L cal magaiznes for the French model 1935 pistol.
Marked 1935-s on the base. VGC

426

435 - COLT 1860 ARMY
Antique US, cival war era percussion revolver circa 1862.
8” .44 cal round barrel with original nickel silver foresight
and marked - ADDRESS COL SAML COLT NEW YORK
U.S AMERICA - The frame is marked COLTS PATENT on
the left hand side and the cylinder has traces of the scene.
Metalwork has dark overall patina with areas of dull blue
and faint case colour markings. All serial numbers including
the wedge are matcing and in the 84,000 range. VGC correct oil finshed grips with cartouche on the left hand side.
Action is strong and indexes well and general fit of the gun
is tight. VGWO&C NLR

423 - MAC-50 HOLSTER
Tan/Brown leather holster for the French Military 9mm pistol. VGC
424 - BERETTA MODEL 86 PISTOL
Italian made, Cheetah model, semi auto pistol. 4½” .380 cal
barrel, slide with fixed sights and Gardone address. Metalwork has near all original matte black finish. ExC original
chequered walnut grips. Includes its original box and extra
magazine. In as new ExWO&C B/CLR

428

425 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL
German, circa 1966, semi auto pistol. 3¼”.32 acp cal barrel,
the slide with fixed sights, Ulm address and banner logo etc.
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC original plastic grips, complete with box and extra magazine.
ExWO&C CLR

431
433

426 - ASTRA CONSTABLE PISTOL
Good quality Spanish semi automatic pistol. 3½”.32 acp cal
barrel, the slide with fixed sights, Astra logo and address etc.
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish. ExC
original black plastic grips. ExWO&C CLR
427 - WALTHER P1 PISTOL
German Military/Police pistol, circa 1979. 5” 9mm cal barrel, the slide with fixed sight and marked with banner logo
Pl Kal 9mm 3/79. Metalwork has near all matte parkerised
finish to the slide and barrel. Original gloss finish to the alloy frame. ExC original grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
428 - S&W MODEL 19 PISTOL
US K frame double action revolver. 4” .357 magnum cal
barrel marked SMITH & WESSON plus S&W .357 MAGNUM. The frame is marked with logo, address and MOD
19-P behind the crane. Metalwork retains near all original
bright blue finish. ExC Pachmayr rubber grips. ExWO&C
CLR
429 - SPANISH RAPIER
Antique 16th century, most likely Spanish, Rapier. 98cm
scollaped blade with an 18cm long groove at the base which
is marked with makers name and mark which is hard to
make out but the symbols appear to be that of German Heinnech Col who worked in Spain, circa 1590-1610 (pg 174
Cutt & Thrust Weapons). The hilt is steel basket type and
with wire wrapped twisted grip. VGC

430
432

435

436

436 - LEMAT REVOLVER
Rare and desirable US Civil War Confederate Navy contract
Le Mat & Girards patent two barrel revolver. 6½” octagonal
.42 cal rifled barrel above a 16 guage ‘grape shot’ barrel.
The top of the barrel is correctly marked in block letters
LEMAT & GIRARD’S PATENT LONDON. Marked on
the side with Birmingham proofs and serial number 8440
which is also on the cylinder and frame (see the book Le
Mats by Doug Adams) he states that the London Le Mats in
the 8000-9000 range were paart of a Confederate Naval contract made by Tipping & Co England. The shotgun barrel is
also Birmingham proofed and marked ‘18’ (bore diametre).
The 9 shot cylinder is also marked with Birmingham proofs.
Frame with single pin barrel assembly with knurled locking
nut and oval trigger guard. The hammer has a central folding
nose to fire the shotgun barrel. Metalwork has nice overall
dark patina with large areas of dulling blue to the barrel and
some bruising on the barrel. VGC original chequered walnut
grips with lanyard loop at the base. A great opportunity for
the discerning collector ExWO&C EST $8000-$14000
437 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1901, US M1877 double action revolver.
6” .41 cal barrel marked COLT’S PT FA MFG CO HARTFORD CT U.S.A COLT DA 41 and with original foresight.
The frame is marked with patent dates ending in 75. Metalwork has dark to grey patina. GC but worn original hard
rubber grips. Unlike most examples the action functions.
GWO&C CLR

437
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438 - COLT 1889 NAVY REVOLVER
Seldom seen model 1889 double action revolver (the first
Colt with a swing out cylinder), circa 1891. 6” .38 long cal
barel marked with Hartford address and patent dates as well
as COLT DA 38. The frame with rampant horse logo. Metalwork retains near all bright commercial style deep blue
finish and fire blue to the small parts, some holster wear to
the barrel and edges. GC original hard rubber grips with a
couple of concealed small chips at the base. VG-EXWO&C
CLR
439 - REPRODUCTION FRONTIER REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remke of a 1873 SA Frontier revolver, 7½”
.44-40 cal barrel. Metalwork has nearly all bright blue and
case colours. ExC walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
440 - ARMI SAN MARCO S/A REVOLVER
Italian remake of a S/A Army revolver. 5½” .45 Colt blued
barrel with slight muzzle wear and bright case colours to the
frame and near all blue to the trigger guard and back straps.
ExC chequered walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
441 - RS S/A REVOLVER
German made S/A revolver. 5” .22lr cal barrel with iron
foresight and grooved top strap. Marked RS 340 etc. Metalwork with most overall original blue thinning at the muzzle
and edges. GC wooden grip. VG-GWO&C B/CLR

438

450 - RUGER MINI 14 RIFLE
Circa 2009, improved Ranch Model semi auto rifle. 16” .223
cal stainless steel barrel and metalwork with original sights.
ExC synthetic stock. Complete with two 5 shot magazines
and factory rings. In like new ExWO&C ALR

439

451 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
20 Shot factory .223 magazine for the US rifle. Near all
blued finish. VGC
452 - COLT 1911 MAGS
Two US Military 1911 magazines in 1919 dated webbing
pouch. Magazines marked 1911 CAL 45 ACP and retain
near all blue. ExC

440

453 - COLT 1911A1 BARREL
45acp cal pistol barrel with linkage blued finish. No makers
mark. VGC

442
447

446

454 - COLT 1911 GRIPS
A pair of original 1911 black walnut grips with diamond
pattern, circa WWI, plus a pair of 1911A1 ‘Colt wood’
grips. ExC
455 - COLT S/A GRIPS
Pair of reproduction black Colt US Eagle logo S/A grips
with screw. ExC

442 - COLT ARMY BULLET MOULD
Rare original twin cavity mould for the .44 percussion
M1860 Army revolver marked Colts Patent. VGC

456 - COLT 1903 GRIPS
Pair of original hard rubber Colt logo grips for the 1903
semi automatic pistol. ExC

443 - 303 SAVAGE RELOADING TOOL
Antique US handloading tool for 303 savage cal. Marked
ideal MFG 10 NEW HAVEN CT USA. Most nickel finish.
GC

457 - 1908 FIRST ISSUE LUGER PISTOL
Scarce Imperial German Army PO8, circa 1909. 4” 9mm
barrel with original foresight, chamber without date and
proofed on the barrel. Toggle is marked DWM and correctly
without hold open. The serial numbers are in the correct
commercial style and are matching except the magazine
which is in ExC and the correct type. Metalwork retains
near all original bright rust blue finish and straw colours.
The frame is without stock lug and is unit marked B.5.R.5.1
(Barvarian 5th Infantry division). This unit battled throughout the war on the Western front at the Battle of Frontiers,
Champangne. The Somme, Passchendaele and the 2nd Battle of the Somme. A similar pistol is featured on page VI
of Imperial Lugers by Still. Only 25% of first issue P08’s
were infantry marked and all had hard combat use. This is
an unique opportunity for the advanced Luger or Military
collector. ExWO&C B/CLR

444 - BULLET MOULDS
Three steel and one bronze antique pistol bullet moulds. FC
445 - COLT TOOL
Original Colt screw driver punch tool as used with Colt revolvers and pistols. Near all deep Colt blue. ExC
446 - ARMALITE AR15 RIFLE
Modern US semi auto rifle. 18” 5.56 cal barrel with 1 in 9“
twist rate, original flash hider and gas block with rail. Flat
top receiver marked ARMALITE INC Geneses IL M15 etc.
Metalwork retains near all original matte black finish. ExC
black synthetic A2 type furniture fitted. Includes A30 shot P
mag plus a steel magazine and original manual. In like new
ExWO&C ELR

449

448

447 - STAG AR15 RIFLE
US Semi auto rifle. 16” .223 cal in 9” twist barrel with flash
hider. Flat top rail a gas block handguard and receiver which
is marked Stag Arms STAG-15 etc and uses the gas piston
system. Metalwork with near all matt black finish. ExC
fixed Magpul stock and multi rail handguard. Includes 30
shot magazine. ExWO&C ELR
448 - RUGER AC556
US select fire rifle modified to semi automatic. 16’ .223 cal
barrel with original flash hider and fore sight but the bayonet
lug has been ground, the receiver has had the selector removed and rear sight has been removed to fit scope rail. The
rear of the receiver has had the model overstamped MINI14
and has all other Ruger markings. Metalwork with near all
matte black finish. ExC original synthetic folding stock. Includes its original 30 shot magazine. VGWO&C CLR
449 - FAXON ARAK21 RIFLE
Faxon Arms ARAK21 upper receiver fitted to a Fulton Armoury AR15 lower. The upper receiver utilises an AK type
gas operating and bolt system. 16” .223 cal barrel fitted with
ASE Jet-2 silencer. The upper receiver with blue anodised
finish has multi rail handguard and top fitted with Aimpoint
Comp II optic on OR mount. The lower has M4 type butt
stock and pistol grip. Includes 30 shot magazine. ExWO&C
ELR

457

458

459

460

458 - PERSIAN LUGER
Mauser manufactured, circa 1935, scarce Persian Military
contract P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel. The chamber with
Shah of Iran crest, the slide, frame, toggle, magazine and
small parts are extensively marked in Farsi. Metalwork re
tains nearly all original bright blue that is starting to dull in
handling areas. VGC original grips and magazine. All serial
numbers are matching. Complete with its original Camel
hide holster with extra magazine. Only 2000 of this 4” variant were made. ExWO&C B/CLR
459 - AMERICAN EAGLE LUGER PISTOL
An extremely rear and seldom seen first model American
Eagle Luger pistol manufactured for export by DWM to
USA. 4¾” 30 Luger cal barrel with saw tooth sight and
marked with the serial number. The chamber is marked
with US Eagle. The dish toggle with toggle block is marked
DWM. The frame has the grip safety. Metalwork retains
near all original blue and straw colours. ExC original grips
and magazine. This is a very fine example of the scarce pistol. ExWO&C CLR
460 - S&W M1917 REVOLVER
British Military WWI double action revolver. 6½” .455
cal barrel with Smith & Wesson markings and caliber. The
frame with ordnance marks above the grip and logo on the
right hand side. Metalwork has dull overall original blue
showing some holster wear to the barrel and cylinder. VGC
original grips with lanyard ring at the base. Includes repro
US holster. VGWO&C B/CLR

21
461 - 1923 COMMERCIAL LUGER PISTOL
Manufactured by DWM for commercial sales in Germany
to comply with the treaty of Versilles. Correct 3 7/8” 7.65
Luger cal barrel, the chamber without date but German
commercial proof marks. The chamber marked DWM.
Metalwork retains near all original blue and case colours
with some staining. ExC original grips. All matching serial
numbers except the magazine which was not numbered.
ExWO&C B/CLR

475 - AIR TO GROUND FLIGHT CLASP
Very rare WWII German Luftwaffe air to ground clasp. Single rivet and Osang makers marked. About half of the gilt is
remaining. Measures 75x26mm. An extremely hard to obtain medal that was introduced late in the war. GC

461

476 - PILOTS AWARD
WWII engraved Luftwaffe pilots badge. Alluminium Eagle
with nickel wreath, marked L/28 and inscribed Fritz Meyer
1942, oberstleutant. VGC

462

462 - LUGER PO8 PISTOL
Imperial German WWI semi automatic pistol. 4” 9mm cal
barrel with 1917 date on the chamber. The toggle marked
ERFURT. Metalwork has grey to dark patina with pin prick
pitting over a lot of the gun particularly the barrel. VGC
original grips. All serial numbers are matching including the
magazine. Includes an original leather holster with stripping
tool. FWO&C B/CLR

477 - NAZI CZ27 PISTOL
WWII Chech made nazi issued pistol. 3½” .32 acp cal barrel, the slide with original sights. Army acceptance eagle
on top and makers code fnh Pistolle modell 27 KAL 7.65.
Frame is also Waffen amt marked. Metalwork with most
blued finish. The grips are correct for post war re issue in
Bulgaria and includes original magazine. G-VGWO&C

463

463 - MAUSER C96 PISTOL
WWI period commercial model broom handle pistol. 5½”
7.63mm cal barrel with faint Mauser mark and original
sights. The receiver with banner logo and Obendorf address.
Upper and lower sections are mismatched. Metalwork has
most re blue. GC reproduction grips missing the lanyard
ring. Safety is at fault. GC B/CLR

465

464 - SWEDISH MODEL 07 PISTOL
Swedish Military Browning semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm
browning long cal barrel. The slide with Husqvarna markings and the frame with unit marking. Metalwork retains
near all original Military finish. ExC original hard rubber
grips with lanyard ring. Includes original leather holster.
ExWO&C B/CLR

478 - BERRETTA 1934 PISTOL
WWII Romanian contract Italian made pistol. 3½” .380 cal
barrel, the slide with original sights is marked P.BERETTA
- CAL 9 SCURT ML 1934 etc and 1941 date. Metalwork retains nearly all original blued finish. VGC original Bakelite
grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

464

479 - TOKAREV PISTOL
Chinese model 213 semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel,
the slide marked model 213 9mmx19 and NORINCO etc.
Metalwork with near all original blued finish. ExC original
black plastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

472
477

480 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Belgian semi auto pistol. 3½” .32 acp cal barrel, slide with
Herstal address. Metalwork has grey cleaned patina with areas of dark staining. GC hard rubber original grips. Includes
a leather holster and extra magazine. FWO&C CLR

475

465 - C96 LEATHER WORK
Hard to find original leather holster section that goes on the
stock of the broom handle, Mauser Berlin makers mark and
1917 date. Also includes cleaning rod. GC

470

466 - C96 STOCK
Reproduction wood shoulder stock/holster for the broom
handle pistol. GC

478

467 - LUGER HOLSTER
Black leather holster for the P08 WWI period pistol.
Marked with makers name WILHELBECKER & CO ELDERFELD. ExC
468 - LUGER MAGAZINES
Two early model Luger pistol magazines. Nickel tube andwooden bases with faintly stamped numbers. ExC
474

470 - CANTEEN BELL
Nazi German Canteen bell with Luftwaffe eagle. GC
471 - WWI GRAND CROSS
Very rare unfinished WWI Prussian Grand cross of the Iron
Cross. Highly detailed dye struck piece with iron centre.
Marked with crown FW, oak leaves and 1813 dates and the
back Crown, W 1914. VGC
472 - ZEPLIN AWARD
WWI Commemorative 1920 Army Zeplin award. Metal
construction with near all finish. The back is inscribed 19161918 LUFTSCH FR-W SCHINKE 65X42mm. VGC

482 - REMINGTON 1187 POLICE SHOTGUN
US semi auto shotgun. 18” 12g barrel with cylinder bore. 3”
Chamber and full length magazine. The receiver is marked
REMINGTON 11-87 POLICE. Metalwork retains near all
original parkerised finish. ExC synthetic stocks with some
deterioration to the rubber butt pad. ExWO&C ALR

479

469 - NAZI CONDIMENT BOWL
German Army Eagle marked and 1940 dated small condiment mess hall bowl with twin sections.

483 - MOSSBERG 500 SHOTGUN
12G pump action shotgun. 20” nickel finish barrel and
magazine, black refinished receiver and heat shield. GC
synthetic stock. GWO&C ALR

480

484 - MARLIN GOOSE GUN
Bolt action 12g rifle with box magazine. 25” Barrel with
poly choke. Metalwork with most blue. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR
484

485

482

485 - BAIKAL SHOTGUN
Russian O/U shotgun. 28” 12g barrels with fixed full and
¾ chokes. Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

473 - WWI PRUSSIAN WOUND BADGE
Imperial German Prussian soldiers silver wound badge.
Hollow back, 45x40mm. Slight burnishing to the helmet.
VGC
474 - ARMY PARATROOPERS BADGE
WWII Nazi German unmarked alluminum 1938 paratroopers award. Slight burnishing wear to the eagle. 58x44mm.
VGC

481 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
US WWII period double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal
barrel marked with Smith & Wesson address, caliber and
patant info. The top strap marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY and the frame with logo. Metalwork with near all
parkerised finish with some slight scratching. GC but original smooth grips with some slight chips and includes lanyard ring. Action is at fault on DA otherwise VGC B/CLR

483

486 - ZF41 SNIDER SCOPE
WWII German Sniper scope and mount. The optic is serial
numbered and code marked with cxn as well as ZF41 and
has both sun shades fitted (often the front is missing). The
mount is marked K98K - zf .41. and is also marked with a
serial number and Waffen amt. Metalwork retains near all
original finish. ExC original Waffen amt marked tin with
most original desert tan paint and webbing strap as well as
felt lining and wooden block. ExC

22
487 - G98 SLING
Rare original WI Gewear 98 rifle sling. Faint Berlin makers
mark and 1916 date. GC
488 - MG08 AMMO BOX
Rare early WWI German Maxim machine gun wooden
ammo box. GC
489 - GERMAN TRUNCHEON
WWII Nazi German Police or Camp Guards truncheon.
40cm Beech wood with lanyard hole. Original leather case
marked E G LEUNER Gmb.h BAUTZEN 1941. ExC

489

498 - HELWAN PISTOL
Egyptian made clone of the Beretta 951 semi auto pistol.
4½” 9mm cal barrel, slide with original sights and marked
HELWAN CAL 9M/M MADE IN EGYPT. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original grips. Contained in
its original box with extra magazine and cleaning kit. In as
new unfired ExWO&C B/CLR

488

499 - SPITFIRE PISTOL
High quality JSL SPITFIRE target semi auto pistol based
on the CZ pistol. 5” 9mm barrel with compensator. Slide
with front sight but rear sight removed. Stainless steel frame
with scope mount and some minor surface scratches. VGC
rubber grips. Includes extra magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

492

490 - REISING POUCH AND MAGAZINES
A rare original WWII webbing 3 cell pouch containing three
magazines for the US Reising Submachine gun. Magazines retain most original blue thinning in areas and are all
marked H&R Reising model 50 etc. The pouch is marked
US MEDCORP SADDLERY CO 1942. VGC

500 - TANGFOGLIO PISTOL
Italian 9mm pistol based on the CZ75. 4½” Barrel with
fixed sights. Metalwork with thinning original blue and
some staining to the slide. Includes two extra magazines.
GWO&C B/CLR

491 - STERLING POUCH AND MAGAZINES
Original British 4 cell green canvas magazine pouch for the
9mm S.M.G. Nato and broad arrow marked as well as 1972
date. Contains 4 magazines with most finish. VGC
492 - AUTOMATIC HI POWER PISTOL
A most likely modified by a gunsmith select fire version of
the L-35 pistol based on the Argentinian Rafaga pistol. 4 ½”
9mm cal barrel, the slide with adjustable sights and marked
with Herstal address. The frame with extended slide release
and ambidextrous safety as well as a selector above the trigger on the right hand side to switch between semi and full
automatic. Metalwork has some pin pricking on the slide
and frame but has most dulling blue. VGC rubber grips and
includes a 20R plus a 13R magazine. GWO&C CLR
493 - CZ SCORPION
Czech model 61 machine pistol. 5” .32 acp cal barrel. The
receiver with original sights and three position selector, she
arsenal mark and 1964 date. Metalwork with near all arsenal dark grey enamel finish. Steel wire folding stock and
ExC wooden grips. Includes its leather holster and magazine pouches with three 20R and one 10R magazine. VGExWO&C CLR
494 - UZI PRO PISTOL
Isreali made semi auto pistol version of the Uzi. 4¾” 9mm
cal barrel steel upper section with full length optic rail and
adjustable sights. Polymer lower section marked IWI etc
and with grip safety fitted with 25 shot magazine plus an
extra. In as new ExWO&C CLR
495 - SIG 542 RIFLE
Swiss Military select fire automatic rifle. 19” .308 cal barrel
including the flash hider. The rear sight has been removed
and a weaver rail fitted. The receiver is marked with the SIG
logo and SIG542 and has three position selector. Metalwork
has most original parkerised finish. ExC original green synthetic furniture with folding bipod. Includes 20 shot magazine. VG-ExWO&C CLR
496 - COLT GOLD CUP PISTOL
US semi auto target version of the 1911 pistol. 5” .45
acp cal barrel, the slide with original adjustable sight and
marked SERIES’ 80 COLT MKIV GOLD CUP NATIONAL MATCH etc. Metalwork has near all the original polished bright stainless steel finish with a few minor handling
marks. ExC original rubber grips. Includes original box.
ExWO&C B/CLR
497 - COLT GOLD CUP PISTOL
US National match model semi automatic target pistol. 5”
.45 acp cal barrel fitted with 2 ¼” long Wichita brand compensator with foresight. The slide has the original foresight
removed and adjustable rear. Marked with Colt address
etc. Metalwork with near all original blue. VGC Pachmayr
grips - fitted with after marked magazine, plus 4 more. VGExWO&C B/CLR

493

501 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI bolt action Enfield rifle. 26” .303
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber
marked RE (Remington) broad arrow and ordnance marks.
Metalwork has dark grey patina with areas of blue. VGC
woodwork complete with webbing sling. GWO&C ALR
502 - LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
WWII No I MKIII* bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is missing the
bolt and makers marks are hard to make out but has 1940
date and Lithgow inspectors mark. Metalwork with dark
patina. Woodwork is quite heavily marked and dinged and
has a repair to the top of the butt. Includes 10 shot magazine.
FC ALR

494

500

498

503 - LEE ENFIELD 22 RIFLE
British Military .22 short rifle MKIV converted for range
work. 25” .22RF cal barrel without top wood and rear sight
removed. The foresight has been modified for use with
the apperture sight fitted to the receiver. The wrist marked
Crown/Enfield 1918 SHT’22 IV*. GC woodwork missing
magazine otherwise GWO&C ALR
504 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military Artillery Carbine. 20½” .303 cal barrel with
original sights and ordnance markings. Chamber marked
NZ99 and the receiver Crown/VR HRB Co 1898 ME 303
A.C.II the otherside with Martini Henry 1880 date and
marks. Metalwork with dark patina turning brown. GC
woodwork with swivels and stock disc. VGWO&C ALR
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505 - P14 SPORTER RIFLE
Sporterised British Military WWI bolt action rifle. 27” .303
cal barrel with leaf sight over the chamber and rear sight
section milled off. Most overall blue. GC sporterised wooden stock. GWO&C ALR

514 - WINCHESTER M150 RIFLE
US lever action rifle. 20” .22lr cal barrel with full length
tube magazine and sights. Metalwork with some pitting to
the barrel but most overall finish. GC woodwork. GWO&C
ALR

508

506 - NO4 SPORTER RIFLE
Sporterised WWII bolt action rifle. 25” Barrel with original
sight and receiver with apperture sight and missing bolt and
magazine. Metalwork with most overall blue. GC sporterised woodwork. FC ALR

515 - MARLIN MODEL 60 RIFLE
US semi auto rifle. 22” .22lr cal barrel with iron sights and
full length tube magazine. Metalwork with near all blued
finish. ExC woodwork VG-ExWO&C ALR
509

516 - BSA CENTURY RIFLE
English bolt action target/hunting rifle. 17” .22lr cal heavy
barrel fitted with silencer and without sights, the receiver
with varible power scope. Metalwork with most blue. VGC
woodwork includes its 5 shot magazine. GWO&C ALR

507 - CZ 75 PISTOL
Czech semi auto pistol, circa 1987. 4½” 9mm cal barrel.
Slide with fixed sights and markd CZ MODEL 75 etc. Metalwork has dark grey patina with traces of blue and some
pin prick staining. GC Pachmayr grips. F-GWO&C B/CLR
508 - ROSSI .38 REVOLVER
Brazilian double action revolver. 6” .38 special cal barrel with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork without significant scratches. VGC original wooden grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

510

509 - MITCHELL HIGH STANDARD PISTOL
Late model US Mitchell Arms citation II high standard
pistol. 5½” .22lr stainless steel bull barrel with adjustable
sights. The frame and slide with makers details. Metalwork
with original bead blasted finish without significant scratches. ExWO&C B/CLR
510 - HIGH STANDARD PISTOL
US high standard brand semi auto pistol. 4½” .22lr barrel
with fixed sights and metalwork has most dulling blue with
some staining and thinning on the edges. VGC original right
hand target plastic grips. G-VGWO&C CLR

518 - SARASQUETA SHOTGUN
Spanish side by side shotgun. 27” 12g blued barrels with
full and ¾ choke. Case hardened boxlock action. VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

511

514

512

511 - SQUIRES BINGHAM REVOLVER
Phillipenes made double action revolver. 6” .22lr cal barrel
with adjustable sights. Metalwork has near all blued finish
and GC wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
512 - CZ 452 RIFLE
Czech bolt action rifle. 22” .22lr barrel with out sights. Silhoutle version with improved trigger. Metalwork with near
all blue. ExC synthetic stock. Includes scope rings and 5
shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR

517 - KHAN SHOTGUN
Turkish semi auto 12g shotgun. 28” 12g barrel with multi
choke system (full choke fitted) and 3” chamber. Near all
original matte finish. VGC original matte finish. VGC original woodwork with some dings and scratches. VGWO&C
ALR

519 - BONEHILL SHOTGUN
Antique side by side hammer shotgun. 29” 12g Damascus barrels with ½ and ¾ choke and marked Bonehill Birmingham. The engraved sidelock action is marked THE
ZEPHYR GUN and is fully engraved. Metalwork with dark
grey patina. Worn but original woodwork. Contained in
leather bound case with Baker trade label and cleaning rod.
GWO&C ALR
520 - TWO SHOTGUNS
Both single shot. One hammerless H&R and the other hammer by Hazard. GC ALR

513

521 - TWO SHOTGUNS
Both sided by side 12g hammer guns. One Brown Douglas
& Co. and the other Hollis & Sons. Split through the wrist.
P-FWO&C ALR

513 - WINCHESTER 06’ RIFLE
US take down pump action rifle. 20” .22lr cal round barrel with full length magazine to be marked with Winchester
address and patent dates. Metalwork with grey patina with
some dark staining. Woodwork with carved antlers on the
left hand side. FWO&C ALR
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1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 12% of the hammer price, G.S.T. will be charged on the buyers premium only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections & errors of description. The Auctioneers act as agent: they have full discretion to refuse any
bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of
description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect in it, & make no warrant whatever. Due to the accurate reproduction of
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10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any firearms which are all sold as
collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.
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legal channels
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16. Weights and measures are only an approximate.

We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a
“pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is often a bank limit on eftpos of $2000. We accept Visa and
Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding of the floor
and any reserves. Send your bids early, if two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or post your
bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue to the number or address below. Payment must be made on
receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not
courier to post boxes, our courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on
freight and other charges.
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12% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT - All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require a mail order form from a police officer
validating your license. This form is forwarded on your behalf to us from your local Arms Officer / Police station. Pistols,
restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require a permit to procure before delivery.
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Very good working order & condition
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Excellent condition
Very good condition
Good condition
Fair condition
Poor condition

ALR
BLR
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Pistol shooters license
Collectors license
Military style semi automatic license
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White tickets on firearms mean standard license required
Red tickets on firearms mean endorsed license required
Green tickets on firearms mean no license required
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